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Preface
The Vienna Development Method (VDM) is a well established formal method
supported by industry strength tools (VDMTools). It has a strong record of use
as a modeling technique in commercial applications and as a basis for pioneering
research in model-oriented specification. New insights in tool support, the use of
new technologies promoting interoperability and the potential benefits of open
source approaches all provide strong incentives for developing next generation
tools based on a more open architecture. These issues are being explored in the
Overture Group (www.overturetool.org).
After three successful workshops in Canada and the UK in 2005-2007, the
fourth Overture Workshop was held on 26 May 2008 as part of the 15th Inter-
national Symposium on Formal Methods (FM 2008) at Aabo Akademi, Turku,
Finland. As with all the Overture workshops, its purpose was to foster an active
community of researchers and practitioners working with VDM in both academia
and industry. The organizers are Peter Gorm Larsen of the Engineering College
of Aarhus, Denmark, and Shin Sahara of CSK Corporation, Japan.
The VDM and Overture community aims to be open, supportive and wel-
coming of new ideas and approaches. For the Turku workshop, we were delighted
to welcome contributions from Zhenbang Chen, Zhiming Liu and Volker Stolz on
the rCOS (refinement of Component and Object Systems) approach to multi-
view modelling and analysis. Foundational as well as practical work on such
approaches is essential to supporting model-based development in a rigorous
way.
Other contributions relate to the relationship between VDM and comple-
mentary formalisms. Kristian Bisgaard Lassen and Simon Tjell describe the use
of VDM++, the object-oriented extension of VDM, to the description of a tool
for Colored Petri Net analysis of Problem Diagrams. Carlos Vilhena’s work ex-
plores the possibility of round-trip engineering between VDM++ and the Java
Modelling Language (JML).
A key goal in VDM’s development over the last fifteen years has been that of
lowering the barriers to cost-effective industrial use of formal methods. Pursuit
of this goal has led to the development of robust industry-standard tools and
a methodology that emphasises the value of modelling, automated analysis and
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testing. Over the same period, automated proof has become a more viable propo-
sition. In this volume, Adriana Sucena Santos examines support for automated
test generation based on formulations of test scenarios as regular expressions.
Sander Vermolen, Jozef Hooman and Peter Gorm Larsen describe significant
progress towards the provision of automated proof support using HOL for dis-
charging proof obligations generated from VDM models.
The Grand Challenges in Verified Software and Dependable Systems Evolu-
tion have been hugely influential in formal methods. Recent work using VDM
has focussed on three of the currently open challenges. The first attack on the
Pacemaker controller challenge has been completed in VDM by Hugo Macedo;
his paper with Peter Gorm Larsen and John Fitzgerald was presented at the
workshop and is in the full FM 2008 proceedings. Macedo’s work essentially
uses established VDM modelling and animation technology to help clarify the
pacemaker controller requirements. The Verifiable File Store challenge (Posix) is
being analysed by M. M. Ferreira, S. S. Silva and J. N. Oliveira at the University
of Minho, using a novel approach that beautifully illustrates the potential for
combining complementary formal technologies – in this case, VDM with HOL
proof support is combined with model checking in Alloy.
VDM is evolving in several exciting future directions. Previous workshops
have discussed VDM++’s VICE extensions to handle real-time and distribu-
tion. In this workshop, Marcel Verhoef’s work looks forward to co-simulation
of controllers and controlled processes as a means of bridging the well-known
gap between control and software engineering. To conclude the workshop, Shin
Sahara provided a view of the state of VDMTools and the forward directions
motivated by the excellent real industrial deployments taking place as a result
of work in Japan.
The papers and presentations are available on-line on the Overture project
web-site (http://www.overturetool.org), which also includes on-line proceedings
of the first three Overture workshops. We hope that this volume shows the
vitality of research and application in the community surrounding this well-
established formal method.
May 2008 John Fitzgerald
Peter Gorm Larsen
Shin Sahara
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The rCOS Method in a Nutshell⋆
Zhiming Liu and Volker Stolz
International Institute for Software Technology
United Nations University, Macao SAR, China
{lzm, vs}@iist.unu.edu
Abstract. The state of the practice in model driven development is the
UML-like multi-view and multi-notational modeling and design. However, a
major challenge in the practice of model-based software development is to
ensure correctness and dependability of the software product. To deal with
this challenge, we need a common semantics for the multi-view modeling
approach. In this paper, we discuss how the calculus of refinement of com-
ponent and object systems, rCOS, can be used as such a common semantic
model. The discussion focuses on how the main ideas, and techniques of
model driven development can be addressed in the framework of rCOS, and
how the problems there can be solved. The presentation is informal without
mathematical formalization. This can be found in other papers among the
references.
Keywords. Model-driven development, component software, object-orientation,
refinement, transformations.
1 Introduction
Model driven development is a most promising approach to separation of concerns
in design of complex software systems. It lets developers design systems at a higher
level of abstraction using models or specifications of components which will be
produced and integrated at a later implementation, assembly and deployment stage.
A project using model driven development thus starts with a set of component
specifications which may be given for previously developed components or be newly
introduced for components that are later to be developed. The designers then pro-
ceed to
– design the components for the given specifications,
– build new components by applying component operators (connectors) to the
given ones,
– build new components by programming glue processes, and
– define application work-flows as processes that use services from components.
Unless the designers are using generally known components as found in standard
libraries, the specifications need to be richer than the usual syntactical interface
specifications found e.g. in Java. The specification must set up a contract between
the designer and the component provider, and between the component provider
and the component user. Such a contract is essentially a predicate that defines the
external behavior and features of the component and allows the component to be
used as a black box. In rCOS, we define an contract of an interface for a compo-
nent as a description of what is needed for the component to be used in building
and maintaining software systems. Therefore, a contract must contain information
⋆ This work is supported by the projects HighQSoftD and HTTS funded by Macao Science
and Technology Development Fund; the 863 Project of China 2006AA01Z165; and the
NSFC Project 60673114.
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about all the viewpoints among, e.g., functionality, behavior, protocols, safety, re-
liability, real-time, power, bandwidth, memory consumption and communication
mechanisms, that are needed for composing the component in the given architec-
ture for the application. However, this description can be incremental in the sense
that newly required viewpoints can be added when needed according to the appli-
cation. The rCOS notion of contracts obviously extends the notion of contracts in
Eiffel [18] and JML [15], and it is important that the consistency of these view-
points should be formalizable and checkable. For this, rCOS builds on Hoare and
He’s Unifying Theories of Programming (UTP) [14].
To support the current practice of model driven engineering in which object-
oriented techniques and languages are used for the design and implementation of
systems, the rCOS method combines component-based and object-oriented design
and analysis techniques. It is founded on a formal semantic theory [13, 2] that in-
cludes a modelling notation with a calculus of refinement for object-oriented models
and component models [13, 2, 16]. This is essential for correctness preserving model
transformations in model driven development. For modelling component-based ar-
chitecture and development activity, rCOS also defines operators for connecting
components, resulting in new contracts, constructs for defining glue processes, and
constructs for defining application processes. In summary, the rCOS semantic frame-
work is compositional and supports both functional and behavioral specification, and
the rCOS method associates verification with design activities.
In rest of the paper, we introduce the models, their refinement and composition
defined in rCOS and show how they can be used to describe the essential artifacts
produced in a model driven development.
2 Models and their refinement and composition
For a formal method and its tool support to be practically effective, it will have to
be integrated with a development process and CASE tools, such as MasterCraft [22,
17]. For these purposes, the rCOS semantic theory defines the important concepts
and artifacts in the domain of object-oriented and component-based software engi-
neering, like classes, objects, components, interfaces, contracts, composition (connec-
tors), coordination and glue. It provides the behavioral semantics of these concepts
with high level rules for refinement and verification.
2.1 Interfaces, contracts and components
Component-based software engineering creates new software by combining prefab-
ricated components with programs that provide both glue between the components,
and new functionality [8]. Components enjoy the following interrelated properties.
1. Black-box composability, substitutability and reusability:“a component is a unit
of composition with contractually specified interfaces and fully explicit context
dependencies that can be deployed independently and is subject to third party
composition” [21].
2. Independent development: components can be designed, implemented, verified,
validated and deployed independently.
3. Interoperability: components can be implemented in different programming lan-
guages and paradigms; but they can be composed, be glued together and cooper-
ate with each another. These features require that a component has a black-box
specification of what it provides to and what it requires from its environment
[21].
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Components and processes We distinguish service components from process
components [12, 2]. A service component, simply called a component, provides com-
putational services to the environments through their provided interfaces. However,
the implementation of a provided service may also require services from other com-
ponents. Thus, a component can have required interfaces, and a component with
required interfaces is called an open component and one without required interfaces
is called a closed component. A distinct feature of the rCOS definition of a com-
ponent is that contracts are associated to the provided interfaces and the required
interfaces separately. This separation makes the specification of a component a truly
black-box specification, even without the need to know the information about the
temporal dependency between a provided service and a required service.
A process component, simply called a process, is not to provide services to other
components. Instead it coordinates and glues components so that the service com-
ponents become suitable for a specific application. Therefore, a process only has
required interfaces and it actively invokes some services of components. A compo-
nent on the other hand, though it may contain coordinating processes inside it, is
externally passive and only interacts with outside when a provided service is re-
quested. We will see that the composition among components are different from
their compositions with processes and compositions of processes [2]. We also proved
in [2] the composition of a component and a process is a component.
Contracts of interfaces An interface provides the syntactic type information for
an interaction point of a component. It consists of two parts: the fields declaration
section, that introduces a set of variables with their types, and the method declara-
tion section, that defines a set of method signatures. Each signature is of the form
m(T1 in;T2 out), where T1 and T2 are type names, in stands for an input parameter,
and out stands for an output parameter.
Current practical component technologies provide syntactical aspects of inter-
faces only and leave the semantics to informal conventions and comments. This is
obviously not enough for rigorous verification and validation. For this, we define
the notion of contracts of interfaces.
The contracts of the interfaces of a component describe what is needed for the
component be used in building and maintaining software systems. The description
of an interface must contain information about the viewpoints among, for exam-
ple functionality, behavior, protocols, safety, reliability, real-time, power, bandwidth,
memory consumption and communication mechanisms, that are needed for com-
posing the component in the given architecture for the application of the system.
However, this description can be incremental in the sense that newly required prop-
erties or view points can be added when needed according to the application [10].
In the current version of rCOS, a contract of an interface specifies the semantics
of the interface:
– The initial condition defines the allowable starting states.
– The functionality specification of each method op is a reactive design of the form
g&p ⊢ R. In Hoare and He’s UTP [14], g is called the guard for a synchronization
with the environment, p is called the precondition and R the postcondition of the
design. An invocation to op when the guard is false will be blocked. When the
guard is true, the execution will take place and terminate in a state satisfying the
postcondition R if the precondition p holds, otherwise the execution diverges.
– The interaction protocol, specifies traces of method invocations, for the environ-
ment to follow when interacting with component via the interface.
The domain of the reactive designs forms a complete lattice with the predicate
implication as the partial order, and it is closed under the conventional programming
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compositions of sequential composition, conditional choice, non-deterministic choice
and the fixed point of iteration. These compositions are also monotonic.
A contract has a failure-divergence semantics with that the refinement relation
between contracts is defined in the same way as CSP refinement under this seman-
tics [20]. A complete proof technique using upwards and downwards simulation is
established [2].
We can divide the fields (that are the state variables) of an interface into data
variables and control flow variables. The reactive designs can be decomposed into
design of the synchronisation control the design of data functionality. The designs
of the flow of control are reactive designs about the change of control states, and
the design of the data functionality are simply pre and post conditions.
3 Component-Based Model Driven Design with rCOS
We show how the rCOS method is integrated into a use-case driven and compo-
nent model-based design process. An application developed in such a process goes
through iterations or cycles of requirements modelling and analysis, component
design, logical component-based architecture design, platform specific design, and
coding. Analysis and verification are carried out on the models produced in each
phase of each cycle.
3.1 Component-based model of requirements
In a use case driven development process. Each identified use case captures an ap-
plication process and the services that are needed to realize this application process.
It is modelled in rCOS by a contract of an interface [5]. The interaction protocol of
the contract models the viewpoint of the interaction with the external environment,
that consists of the actors. It can be represented as a UML sequence diagram. The
reactive designs for synchronisation can be represented by a UML state diagram.
The data fields and their types form the viewpoint of the data structure and class
structure of the model, and it can be represented by a UML class diagram. And the
data functionality view is specified by the pre and postconditions of the interface
methods. The model of the contracts for all identified use cases form the model of
the requirements of an application.
In the CoCoME application [3, 4], the use case ProcessSale is modeled by the
UML diagrams in Fig. 1-3, and data functionality design of the method enterItem
specified as follows.
method enterItem(Barcode c, int qty)
pre: /* there exists a product with the input barcode c */
store.catalog.find(c) 6= null
post: /* a new line is created with barcode c and quantity qty */
LineItem line’ = LineItem.New(c/barcode,qty/quantity)
; line.subtotal’ = store.catalog.find(c).price× qty
; sale.lines.add(line)
Analysis of a contract A contract has to be consistent. Static consistency be-
tween methods in the diagrams and the functional specification, their types, and
navigation paths must be checked.
Dynamic consistency ensures that any invocation sequence from the environment
should be accepted if the sequence conforms to the protocol. This ensures that
separately specified behavior in the sequence diagram and the state diagram are
consistent. Informally, the consistency must ensure that whenever the actors follow
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[else]
[*]
[1..*]
loop
[ ]
[else]
alt
loop
[ ]
[*]
[1..max]
loop
loop
alt
loop
 : CashdeskCashier
enableExpress()1: 
startSale()2: 
enterItem(Barcode, Quantity)3: 
disableExpress()6: 
enterItem(Barcode, Quantity)8: 
finishSale()9: 
cardPay(Card)10: 
cashPay(Amount):Amount11: 
cashPay(Amount):Amount5: 
startSale()7: 
finishSale()4: 
Fig. 1. A sequence diagram
~complete 
ExMode
enterItem( barcode : Integer, quantity : Integer )
~complete 
ExMode
~complete
~ExMode
enterItem( barcode : Integer, quantity : Integer )
~complete
~ExMode
complete
ExMode
complete
~ExMode
ExMode
complete
ExMode
~ExMode
complete
~ExMode
Init
init
<max
*
disableExpress() enableExpress()
enableExpress()
disableExpress()
finishSale()finishSale()
cashPay( amount : double ) : double
startSale()
cashPay( amount : double ) : double
cardPay( card : Card )
startSale()
startSale()
enterItem( barcode : Integer, quantity : Integer )
enterItem( barcode : Integer, quantity : Integer )
startSale()
Fig. 2. A state diagram
the interaction protocol defined by the sequence diagram, the interactions will not
be blocked by the system, i.e. no deadlock should occur. Formally speaking, this
requires that the traces of the sequence diagram are accepted by the state machine.
We have implemented translations from the sequence diagram and the state diagram
to the input of the CSP model checker, FDR2 [20, 9] for checking the consistency.
3.2 Object-oriented design of components
Fields of an interface can be declared as objects of classes. This combines component-
orientation and object-orientation for requirements modelling and analysis. It re-
quires the formal definition of objects and classes. For this, we have an object-
oriented refinement calculus in rCOS [13]. The refinement rules formalize both
structural transformations and functionality refinement [13, 16]. Refactoring rules
and some design patterns are also proven to be refinements.
The essential use of the object-oriented refinement calculus in a component-
based design is to refine the data functionality of the interface methods into in-
teractions of inner object interactions. There are three kinds of OO refinements
involved: functionality decomposition, attribute encapsulation, and class decomposi-
tion. In particular, the most often used refinement rule is the one that formalises the
expert pattern for assigning responsibilities to objects [5]. It is the object-oriented
version of functional decomposition. One feature of this rule is that it does not
introduce more couplings by associations between classes into the class structure.
It also ensures that functional responsibilities are allocated to the appropriate ob-
jects that know the data needed for the responsibilities assigned to them. This is
important for the comprehension of the design.
An important point here is that the expert pattern and the rule of encapsulation
can be implemented by automated model transformations. In general, transforma-
tions for structure refinement can be aided by transformations in which changes are
made with a graphical editing tool and then automatic transformation can be de-
rived for the change in the specification of the functionality and object interactions.
For details, please see our work in [16].
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Cashdesk
exmode : Boolean
startSale()
enterItem( barcode : Integer, quantity : Integer )
finishSale()
cardPay( card : Card )
cashPay( amount : double ) : double
enableExpress()
disableExpress()
Sale
complete : Boolean
total : double
date : date
LineItem
barcode : Integer
quantity : Integer
subtotal : double
Item
barcode : Integer
price : double
stock : Integer
CashPayment
amount : double
change : double
CardPayment
Payment
Clock
Store
CardBank
-clock
1
1
-bank
1
1
-sales
*
0
+store
1
*
-lines
*
0
-card
0..1
1
-catalog
*
0
-sale
1
1
-pay 0..1
1
-line
1
Fig. 3. Class Diagram of ProcessSale
The final model to be produced at the end of the OO design phase of a contract
refines the data functionality specification; the use case sequence diagram is refined
to an object sequence diagram with inter-object interactions but with the events
of interactions between the actors and the system unchanged; the conceptual class
diagram refined to a design class diagram in which methods and their specifications
are assigned to classes. There is no need to change the state diagram of the use
case in this step of design. The correctness of this design model is guaranteed by
the correct use of the refinement rules, the consistency of the changes in the models
can be ensured by the tool support. For example, the refined sequence diagram and
class diagram of the sequence diagram in Fig. 1 and the class diagram in Fig. 3 are
given in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively.
A refined specification of the method enterItem is given as follows.
Class CashDesk:: enterItem(Barcode c, int qty){
if find(c) 6= null then makeLine(c, qty)
else throw exception (find(c) 6= null)}
makeLine(Barcode c, int qty) {
line := LineItem.New(c, qty);
line.subtotal(store.getPrice(c),qty); sale.addLine(line) }
Class Store:: Set(Item) catalog;
getPrice(Barcode c ; double return)
{return := catalog.getPrice(c)}
Class Set(Item):: getPrice(Barcode c ; double return)
{return := find(code.price)}
Class Sale:: Set(LineItem) lines;
addLine(LineItem l){lines.add(l)}
Class LineItem:: LineItem(Barcode c, int qty){barcode := c; quantity := qty};
subtotal(double price, int qty){subtotal := qty× price }
The corresponding refined sequence diagram of use case UC 1 is given in Fig. 4. The
definitions of the methods of the classes in the design process can also be collected
into the class diagram in Fig. 3, transforming the conceptual class diagram in the
requirements model to a design class diagram shown in Fig. 5.
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Cashdesk
exmode : Boolean
startSale()
enterItem( barcode : Integer, quantity : Integer )
finishSale()
cardPay( card : Card )
cashPay( amount : double ) : double
enableExpress()
disableExpress()
find( code : Integer ) : Item
makeLine( c : Integer, qty : Integer )
checkPre( a : double ) : Boolean
updateInventory()
Bank
+authorize( c : Card, amount : double ) : Boolean
Store
+find( code : Integer ) : Item
+getPrice( c : Integer ) : double
+updateInventory( c : Integer, qty : Integer )
LineItem
barcode : Integer
quantity : Integer
subtotal : double
+subtotal( price : double, qty : Integer )
Sale
+addLine( l : LineItem )
+getTotal() : double
complete : Boolean
total : double
date : date
Item
barcode : Integer
price : double
stock : Integer
CashPayment
amount : double
change : double
CardPayment
Clock
+date() : Date
Payment
Card-bank
1
1
-clock
1
1
+store
1
*
-sales
*
0
-card
0..1
1
-lines
*
0
1
-sale1
-catalog
*
0
0..1
-pay
1
1
-line
Fig. 5. Design Class Diagram of UC1
We also take advantages of the standard implementations in the libraries of
modern programming languages such as, Java, and provided refinement rules for
specifications that involve in quantifications:
(UQP) : ∀ T o ∈ s · statement(o) ⊑
Iterator i := s.iterator();
while i.hasNext() {T o := i.next(); statement(o)}
(EQP) : ∃ T o ∈ s · if p(o) then statement(o) ⊑
boolean b := true; Iterator i := s.iterator();
while i.hasNext() ∧ b
{T o := i.next(); if p(o) then {b := false; statement(o)}}
3.3 Logical component-based architecture design
In this phase, models of “small use cases” are organised into bigger components by
using the union connector, and models of “large use cases” are decomposed into
smaller interacting components according to the nature of the objects, such as their
physical locations and roles that they play in the overall business organization.
One important criterium for an object to be promoted to a component is that it
must be a previously created object, meaning that it is created when the system is
installed and it will last through out the life time of the system. (We do not consider
hot-swapping or reconfiguration of components here.)
The interfaces among these components are identified from the object sequence
diagrams of the use cases in the design model. The resulting model is called the
model of the logical component-based architecture. The design decisions on (de)composition
cannot be completely formalized or automated, but once a decision is made the con-
struction of the logical component-based architecture from the design model can be
automated by model transformations. The model includes a set of components with
explicitly specified provided and required interfaces. They can be depicted by a
UML component diagram, a component sequence (or interaction) diagram1, and a
state diagram for each (non-trivial) component.
For this model, the compatibility of the contracts for the provided and required
interfaces of the inter-dependent components should be checked to avoid deadlock
and livelock. An example model of a component architecture is given as an UML
1 There is no component interaction diagram in UML.
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component diagram in Fig. 6. With this model of the component-based architecture,
we can transform the design sequence diagram of a use case into component interac-
tion (or sequence) diagrams. For example, the inner loop during normal mode from
the design sequence diagram in Fig. 4 is transformed into the component sequence
diagram in Fig. 7. We call this model of component-based architecture the logi-
cal architecture model because all the interfaces are still object-oriented interfaces,
meaning that interactions are realized by method invocations via object references.
<<component>>
StoreServer
<<component>>
StoreInventory
<<component>>
StoreSale
StoreManageIFStoreOrderIFStoreSaleIF
<<component>>
InventoryHandler
<<component>>
SalesHandler
InventoryDeskIF
StoreManageIFStoreOrderIF
OrderDeskIFCashDeskIF
StoreSaleIF
ClockIF
LightIF
BankIF
Fig. 6. Logical component model
[else]
[ ]
loop
[ ]
[ ]
loop
alt
[ ]
loop
<<Component>>
SalesHandler
<<Component>>
StoreSale
<<Component>>
 : Bank
<<Component>>
 : Clock
GUI
date()2: 
Sale.New()3: 
find(code)5: 
LineItem.New(code,qty)6: 
subtotal(li)7: 
addLine(li)8: 
setComplete()10: 
setTotal()11: 
getTotal()13: 
addSale(sale)14: 
updateInventory(code,qty)15: 
makeCardPay(card)17: 
addSale(sale)19: 
updateInventory(code,qty)20: 
authorize(card,amount)18: 
startSale()1: 
enterItem(code,qty)4: 
finishSale()9: 
cashPay(amount,change)12: 
cardPay(card)16: 
Fig. 7. Component Sequence Diagram
Static checking and run time verification can be applied to the components
after object-oriented design. Since the specification of functionality design of each
component is purely object-oriented and in the style of Eiffel [18, 19] and JML [15],
we carry out static checking and testing in the similar way. We translate each rCOS
class C into two JML files. One is C.jml that contains the specification translated
from the rCOS specification. The other is a Java source file C.java containing the
implementation of the specification. During the translation, the variables used in
the rCOS specification are taken as specification-only variables in C.jml, and are
mapped to program variables in C.java.
The translated JML files can be compiled by the JML Runtime Assertion Checker
Compiler (jmlc). Then, test cases can be executed to check the implementation
against specification. The automatic unit testing tool of JML (jmlunit) can gen-
erate the unit testing code, and the testing process can be executed with JUnit .
Random testing [19] can also be applied.
3.4 Platform specific models
The detailed design activities include further refinement of the components by class
decomposition, data encapsulation and refactoring; and replacement of some of the
object-oriented interfaces with concrete and appropriate interaction mechanisms (or
middlewares) such as RMI, CORBA or shared event channels. This transforms the
platform independent model (PIM) of the logical component-based architecture to
a platform specific model (PSM) with regards to the interaction mechanisms. Code
can be constructed for each component. For this, a template of the code of each
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component can be generated from the detailed design of the components. The tem-
plate includes the information of the flow of method invocations and the assertions
specifying the functionality of the methods of the components. The flow of method
invocations and assertions is derived and documented during the refinements of the
design process. Such a code template is thus similar to a Spec♯ [1] or JML program
[15]. Verification and validation can be applied to components before and after in-
troducing the concrete middlewares, such as runtime checking, testing (unit testing)
[15] and even by a verifying compiler [1].
4 Concluding Remarks
We present theme and the ideas in the development of a semantic model, rCOS, for
component-based model driven development, and discuss its power in defining the
relevant models and its support to model transformations and analysis.
It is clear that the different view points of interface contracts, and models of
component-based architecture can be represented by UML diagrams. We therefore
have defined a UML profile for rCOS, as well as a machine readable syntax and
parser for rCOS. This will allow us to use a UML drawing tool for model construc-
tions and automatically translate models built by this tool to the machine readable
syntax of rCOS. We are at the at the moment working on the implementation of the
transformations for refinement [6]. Future work includes the integration of backend
tools for theorem proving, model checking and testing, that can be invoked by the
frontend tools of model construction and model transformations. We will also work
on the model of real-time components so that the method can be used for real-time
applications.
Summary of the rCOS literatures The motivation and theme of the rCOS
modelling framework are discussed in [11] in the context of component-based soft-
ware engineering. The rCOS object-oriented semantics and refinement calculus are
published in [13, 16]. The models of components and processes are defined in [2], and
the theory of refinement of components is studied in [12]. The thematic discussion
on the tool support and its integration with an existing development environment
is presented in [17]. The CoCoME case study is demonstrated in [3] and the expe-
rience gained in it is discussed in [7]. A full presentation of the rCOS method for
refinement and verification in component-based model driven design is given in [5].
Related thematic and technical problems are addressed in other publications that
can be found at http://rcos.iist.unu.edu.
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The rCOS tool⋆
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Abstract. The goal of the rCOS tool is to harness state of the art tech-
niques from use case- and model driven-development of component-based
systems on top of UML. It facilitates both the development process and
the persistence of formal verification artefacts in the model: use cases are
specified in multiple views, using Class, Sequence and State Diagrams to cap-
ture their behaviour. Functionality is specified in rCOS pre-/post-conditions
based on UTP. Provably correct refinement steps transform the Require-
ments Model into a component-based Design Model.
Consistency of the different views is ensured, for example by checking that
the State Diagram accepts the protocol specified in the Sequence Diagram.
For component composition, protocol compatibility is verified. To that end,
either third party tools like the FDR2 model checker are invoked, or annota-
tions to code skeletons for additional tools like the Java Modeling Language
(JML) are generated. The tool is implemented on top of the Eclipse platform
using a UML profile, ensuring compatibility with other UML-based software
engineering tools.
1 Introduction
The software development process is no longer an activity a single programmer can
carry out from beginning to the end. For non-trivial systems, a Use Case-driven
approach requires a variety of specification and implementation tasks: based on
an informal requirements document, firstly a domain model of the system has to
be developed. It is traditionally captured in a Class Diagram for object-oriented
languages.
Additionally, the behaviour in terms of possible interactions that the system
offers to the environment is specified through diagrams like Sequence Diagrams.
Internally, the behaviour may be specified in State Machine Diagrams, detailing
how the system changes its state when its provided services (usually methods) are
invoked.
Only after the specification is complete, design of the actual methods is started.
Here, ideally also a mathematical or at least platform-independent specification is
created first, that is then refined into the platform-specific code. Preferably, some
mechanisms like testing or even verification techniques ensure that the implemen-
tation fulfills the specifications.
A model driven development process [21] should make it easy to evolve and inte-
grate changes into the system based on modification of the diagrams: a change in the
specification should be propagated automatically downstream until code generation.
Repeated testing and/or verification becomes necessary.
On top of the object-oriented modeling, another layer of abstraction can be
added: components are supposed to facilitate building an application out of prefab-
ricated parts that can be used only knowing their specification [25]. Components
⋆ This work is supported by the projects HighQSoftD and HTTS funded by Macao Science
and Technology Development Fund; the 973 Project of China 2005CB321802; the 863
Project of China 2006AA01Z165; and the NSFC Projects 60673114, and 90612009.
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can be plugged together according to their interfaces. Existing components can be
refactored by their designer into smaller components, just like classes.
As component interfaces can contain exceedingly complex contracts that de-
scribe their behaviour and interactions, checking the validity of component com-
position is by no means trivial. The most prominent example of this concept is
probably Meyer’s “Design-by-contract” [18], which started out specific to the Eiffel
programming language, but is now also used in other languages such as Java. While
the necessity of contracts has been widely realised, there is no unified modeling and
verification approach, yet.
The rCOS requirements- and design modeling tool aims to offer an integrated
environment on top of the Eclipse platform [28] for model driven development of
component-based systems from specification and refinement over to verification and
code generation. The theoretic foundation is the “Refinement of Component and
Object Systems” (rCOS) that extends Hoare and He’s Unified Theories of Program-
ming [16, 12, 10].
Various UML [23] diagrams contain the specification of an rCOS requirements
model which is refined into a design model. Static and dynamic consistency of those
models is assured by formal methods. For the component model, component compo-
sition with contracts based on the rCOS calculus can be verified. The main process
of our tool is shown in Fig. 1.
Class 
Diagram
Sequence 
Diagram
State 
Machine
Consistency 
Check (FDR2)
Contract
rCOS 
Use Case
Component 
Diagram
Component 
Composition
Composition 
Verification
Code 
Generation
Refinement
Component
Pre/Post
Problem 
Description
defined by uses
Fig. 1. The main process of rCOS tool
In the rCOS development process [5], the “component” plays the center role.
Different modeling elements of components (Interfaces, Ports, Delegation) can be
used to specify use cases at the requirements modeling stage. After requirements
modeling, the object-oriented design is to be done by applying refinement rules.
The logical component-based architecture design is carried out after the object-
oriented design stage. The designer composes or decomposes the components with
respect to the nature of the classes and objects in the previous design stage, and
the compatibility of the compositions must be verified. Finally, the code generation
and detailed design generates platform dependent code skeletons and may require
implementation of the significant algorithms in the specification. Our tool currently
supports the requirement modeling stage, and we are working on the implementation
of the refinement rules and verification backends.
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Related Work. Olderog et al. present CSP-OZ, a formal method combining CSP
with the specification Object-Z, with UML modeling and Java implementations [19].
They use a UML profile to annotate the model with additional data. Model prop-
erties can then be verified on the CSP, and their notion of contracts of orderings
between method invocations through JML and CSPjassda can be enforced on Java
programs at runtime. Their tool Syspect is also built on the Eclipse Rich Client
Platform.
The VDM (Vienna Development Method) tool chain [7] and its open-source
spin-off “Overture” [29] combine object-oriented modeling with the analytic power
of formal methods. Modeling is supported in UML, and code generation is possible
to Java and C++.
TOPCASED [24] is an Eclipse-based open-source toolkit to develop different
models, e.g. in UML and make them accessible to analysis and verification by tools.
It serves as a “Model Bus” between the different front- and backends for verification
and code generation.
Executable UML [17] introduces a UML profile that gives a suitable semantics
for direct execution to a subset of UML. As such, it focuses on execution and not
formal verification. Use cases and State Diagrams are used, procedures are specified
in an action language.
Outline. The paper will be organized as follows: Section 2 explains Requirements
Modeling in detail and the verification issues arising during the development process
; in Section 3, the technical aspects and limitations of the tool are discussed; finally,
the conclusion and the future work are given in Section 4.
2 Requirements Modeling
In the requirements modeling stage of Software Development [14], the problem do-
main of the use case is analysed and the artefacts of this stage are created.
In the component-based model-driven development process, it lets developers
design the system at a high level of abstraction from the beginning by using and
creatingmodels or specifications of components. rCOS has a strong notion of compo-
nents that exceed what is usually offered in current programming languages like e.g.
Java: a component is an aggregation of classes together with a contract attached to
each component interface, and the contract contains an rCOS protocol specification
[1].
Firstly, each use case is taken as a component, and the functionalities of a use
case are modeled as methods in the provided interface of a component. The com-
ponent aggregates the relevant classes and their associations taking part in the use
case, and a conceptual class diagram is derived from the problem description. This
may require some interpretation of the description by a domain expert. We borrow
the term “conceptual” class diagram from Larman [14] to indicate that at this stage,
we do not assign visibility to the attributes and assume that they are all public.
Also, there are initially no methods except for the controller class implementing the
provided interface. The others will be introduced through refinement steps in later
stages.
Secondly, the sequence diagram illustrates the interaction of the user with the
system, which will have to conform to the protocol in the component contract. We
allow only a limited use of the UML sequence diagram (collaboration) facility: there
is only one actor (the user) and one process (the system). Messages only flow from
the user to the system and represent invocations of methods in the component inter-
face. Any information that is required for input or output, e.g. presented to the user
on a display is implicit and will be modeled in the next stage. We allow the usual
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control structures such as iteration and conditional branches in the sequence dia-
gram. These have controlling expressions in the form of boolean queries or counters.
The introduced methods must exist in the component interface and the conceptual
class diagram, and can be created on the fly when adding a new message (this is a
common feature of other graphical modeling tools such as MagicDraw [20] as well).
While the sequence diagram describes the possible interactions with the system
the user can have, the state diagram describes how the system internally changes
state during execution. Edges in the UML state machine diagram are labelled with
an expression of the form g & m(x1, . . . , xn), indicating that this edge may be trig-
gered by an invocation of method m iff the guarding expression g is evaluated to
be true. The usual notions of well-formedness for those expressions, e.g. visibility
of attributes, are applied. We allow nondeterminism by having multiple outgoing
edges from the same state, each labelled with the same method and potentially
overlapping guards for specification purposes, but point it out to the user as po-
tentially undesired in the light of a future implementation of the protocol. There
is a single initial state; we currently do not allow edges without a method. Missing
guards are assumed to be true. State labels do not carry any semantics and are
just informative; they may be used e.g. to generate labels in subsequent stages.
Choice nodes with a boolean expression allow if-then-else constructs, without such
an expression we treat all alternatives in a non-deterministic internal choice.
Lastly, the logic of actual actions to execute when a method is called is given in
the Functionality Specification. Each method in the control class has its pre-/post-
conditions specified in rCOS with the appropriate static checking of syntax, types,
etc. The guard of each method can be calculated from the guarding expressions in
the state diagram by the method in [2].
Naturally, there is a close relation between the trace languages induced by the
sequence diagram and the state diagram. The state diagram must at least accept the
runs of the sequence diagram. Conversely, the problem description should specify
if the state diagram is allowed to offer more behaviour than the sequence diagram.
This may also be an issue if synthesis of multiple, related use cases into a single,
more complex diagram is considered—at the moment, rCOS does not have this
provision.
Refinement
A use case in the requirement model can be refined to incorporate sub-use cases.
As the result of this, the corresponding component must also be refined to contain
sub-components. Invariants can be specified for the parent component to constrain
its sub-components, e.g. for an office system that both front- and back-office are
actually connected to the same database [5]. Fig. 2 is a screenshot of a refined
component view.
Also, the Requirements Model will be refined to a Design Model in various
aspects: through the Expert Pattern [6], methods in the sequence diagram are dele-
gated to other classes and their methods. Aggregating multiple classes into a single
rCOS component is also a refinement step.
To apply the Expert Pattern, a new message is derived from a selected message
in the sequence diagram. The new message is inserted immediately after the recep-
tion of the selected message, going from the original receiver to the new receiver
(represented as a lifeline different from the original sender) in the diagram. The
new receiver can either be backed by a (newly introduced) class, or it can refer to
an already existing component with the corresponding method in its interface. The
new message does not need to have the same name or the same arguments as the
original message.
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Fig. 2. Component view screenshot
The functionality specifications are refined to platform-independent code through
further transformation steps, except where an entire algorithm has to be developed.
This makes use of patterns e.g. to resolve existential or universal quantification in
an rCOS specification.
The overall result of this stage is a component model through stepwise refinement
that provably refines the initial Requirements Model. Many of the pre- and post-
conditions can then almost trivially be refined into executable (platform-specific)
code. Code generation can make use of platform-specific patterns e.g. for collection
classes handling sets. For a concrete deployment of a system, code generation also
has to choose either local or remote method invocation for communication.
Verification
The main advantage of the rCOS methodology is that we can automatically as-
sure consistency of the multi-view specifications [15], for example by checking trace
equivalence or deadlock freedom of the diagrams. We generate appropriate CSP [11]
specifications (see [3]) for the FDR2 model checker [8]).
Another aspect of automated verification is component composition, that like-
wise we handle through CSP specifications. We can check the provided and required
contracts by combining the components through CSP’s alphabetized parallel opera-
tion and hiding, which again yields a new component with a new contract [9]. Again
we can check for trace equivalence or deadlock freedom of such a composition in
FDR2.
In a related paper, the practicability of generating a PROMELA specification
for the Spin model checker [32] from rCOS has been investigated. The semantics of
the rCOS (PROMELA) specification is derived from executing the main method,
which also initializes e.g. a concurrent system. The model is executed by the model
checker for a bounded number of objects and invariants are checked. We intend to
integrate this with the presented tool.
Additionally, the preservation of any application property during modeling after
each refinement step can be guaranteed by different methods. The correctness of the
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refinement during the object oriented design stage is guaranteed by the refinement
rules that are already proved [10]. The correctness of platform-dependent code gen-
eration can be verified by using the techniques of data refinement [13], and static
checking and runtime verification can be used at the detailed design stage to assure
the correctness of implementation. We have tried JML by manual translation [6],
and plan to integrate the JML tool suite with the current tool.
We can thus assure a provably correct model driven development and verification
process of a component-based system from design to code generation.
3 Technical Notes
We use UML and Model Driven Development and Architecture (MDD/MDA) tech-
niques [21] ourselves to develop our tool. While our tool is not yet complete and
might not be amenable to solve a task which is not use case-driven (like our applica-
tion itself), we also apply the discussed techniques to ensure correctness (or rather
increase trust in a correct design) and validate our design against Software Engi-
neering best-practices. In the following, we discuss some of the techniques employed
and their limitations.
ComponentRealization
InterfaceRealization
ProcessComponentServiceComponent
ComponentModel
ContractInterface
ContractInterface
NamedElement
RCOSUseCase
UsecaseModel
Collaboration
StateMachine
Composition
Dependency
RCOSModel
Component
Component
ClassModel
Interaction
Delegation
Constraint
Constraint
Constraint Operation
Contract
Usage
Port
Class
ClassPort
0..*
0..*
0..*0..*
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0..*
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0..1
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1
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0..1
supplier
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1..*
0..*
0..*
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0..1
1
ComponentModel
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0..* 0..*
0..*
1
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2
1
1
Fig. 3. Data model based on UML Profile
For the modelling part, we use UML 2 models and a UML profile to tie together
the necessary information, e.g. by assigning which diagrams belong to a use case.
The diagrams are bundled in a Package and tagged with “boolean” stereotypes from
the profile. UML 2 already specifies some stereotypes like those for pre- and post-
conditions on methods or guards of state machine diagram transitions. Occasionally,
new tags are introduced (see the relations of the top-level RCOSModel stereotype).
The profile is documented in Fig. 3. This diagram mixes UML metamodel classes
(Port, Component, . . . , dark) with the classes obtained by stereotype application
(light). Apart from the collection of diagrams near the top of the diagram, the other
important area are the ContractInterfaces attached to components.
Documentation of the profile facilities also turns out to be problematic: due to
the reliance on UML packages to group elements, the Profile Diagram in Fig. 4
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itself does not contain enough information to serve as documentation. We invite
the reader to compare the actual UML profile in Fig. 4 with the handwritten and
more detailed illustration in Fig. 3—in the former, only the stereotype-information
is preserved, since all modelling elements already present in UML like Use Cases,
Classes, etc. may not be repeatedly presented in the UML profile. As virtually
every element can go into a UML Package, for example the explicit link in the
first diagram from a Component Model (a stereotype for a Package) to a Service
Component (subtype of Component) is not represented. It is very hard to discover
the actual profile applications necessary from the rCOS profile when not using our
own graphical tool, which only allows the user to describe conforming models in the
first place. Conversely, even in our tool we have to enforce more restricted diagrams
to be able to assign a meaning in rCOS to them (e.g. not every UML component
diagram with rCOS stereotypes is a well-formed rCOS component diagram).
Stereotypes are also using in a component diagram to assign rCOS contracts to
interface. Here, we encounter that it is occasionally hard to make rCOS and UML
converge: ideally, we would like to attach an rCOS contract to the interface. In most
UML modeling tool, you would usually expect to see two components connecting to
a single interface. However, due to the notion of a required and a provided interface
(the required interface may be a subset of the provided interface), in the graphical
notation two components cannot share the same UML interface in the diagram, and
thus we need to introduce intermediate interfaces that the contracts can be attached
to. Otherwise, it would not be possible to find out which component provides which
contract (see Fig. 2).
Although this is in itself not much of a problem, it may seem counter-intuitive to
the user. Another issue arises when we need to record data in the model that is not
readily captured in UML terms: if the user wants to associate a handwritten contract
with a component, e.g. given as a regular expression, it needs to be stored in a
textual representation (as string) and parsed/serialized as necessary. We expect this
to become necessary more frequently as we introduce the more advanced features
from rCOS like refinement/transformation rules.
This is similar to combining the Java programming language with UML: UML
captures the static structure (in the form of a class diagram) easily, but generally
cannot give an executable specification of the method bodies.
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Fig. 4. rCOS profile diagram
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Intermediate representations within our application are occasionally based on
the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF), allowing us to document or even imple-
ment parts of the application in the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [30].
The graphical interface is built on top of TOPCASED [24] (see Related Work).
We also try to maintain compatibility with the Eclipse UML 2 Modeling Tools and
MagicDraw.
4 Summary and Outlook
We have presented an overview over the rCOS modelling tool for component-based
model driven development. Our tool harnesses the power of formal techniques to
achieve a (potentially provably correct) use case-driven design process.
Based on UML and UML profiles, an rCOS requirements model is specified
diagrammatically as a use case with State-, Sequence-, and Class Diagrams. The
model also contains additional information such as rCOS contracts. Consistency
of the design and component composition is assured by third party tools like the
FDR2 model checker. Code generation allows for an easy creation of model- and
behaviour skeletons. The generated code will be augmented by JML annotations
and runtime checks.
As we come to grips with the already existing techniques like OCL, we hope
to use them even in the generated code. In a second step, we hope to be able
to specify our own tool with the tool as a proof of concept—although we expect
that the crucial bits would be within the scope of significant algorithm design, i.e.
maintaining and processing data structures. This usually requires high-level tools
like again OCL, but cannot be automated.
For an industrial-strength development process, based on the existing commer-
cial model driven development tool MasterCraft [26] we discuss different roles and
responsibilities in the process. In practice, development tasks are already split be-
tween managers, designers and programmers, and we propose to implement addi-
tional roles taking care of verification and analysis [15].
rCOS specifies a large collection of refinement rules like the Expert Pattern or
Data Encapsulation that we previously applied manually in a case study [3, 4]. We
intend to implement these rules in the tool.
This is closely related to the field of Model Transformation: We intend to use
the relational model transformation language QVT (for “Query/View/Transforma-
tion”, standardized by OMG [22, 27]) to implement the refinement rules [31].
An ongoing topic of research is how those rules affect properties like class in-
variants, that might be specified for an rCOS program.
The usability of the tool in combination with the rCOS design methodology will
be validated with students in a summer school. UNU-IIST and the rCOS project
hope to increase the awareness for Formal Methods in teaching and practice through
dissemination of the tool. The tool is freely available as a bundle of Eclipse plugins
from http://rcos.iist.unu.edu.
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Abstract. In this paper, we describe ongoing work on the development
of tool support for formal description of domains found in Problem Dia-
grams (PDs). The PDs are used for representing the structure and par-
allel decomposition of a software development problem while Coloured
Petri Net (CPN) models are used for formal specification of assumed and
desired behaviour of the domains found in the PDs. VDM++ is used for
specifying algorithms for automatically translating PDs into CPN mod-
els, for exporting CPN models into an XML format, and for combining
modified CPN models.
1 Introduction
PDs are an essential tool in the Problem Frames approach, which was intro-
duced in [1] and further elaborated on in [2]. They are used for documenting the
problem structuring and analysis activities that take place during the require-
ment engineering phase of software development projects. PDs extend Context
Diagrams and contain information about the following aspects: (1) the domains
(physical entities, people etc.) that exist in the surroundings of the machine
being developed, (2) the interfaces formed by shared phenomena (states and
events), and (3) an abstraction of a requirement about the behavior of the ma-
chine seen as reflected through its causal effects on the domains that surround
it. Collections of PDs are used to document the decomposition of a problem - i.e.
the identification of parallel subproblems that are found in the overall problem.
While PDs provide an excellent means to documenting the knowledge about
structure in the problem domain, they intentionally leave out any description of
behavior. Behavioral descriptions are important for two purposes: (1) to docu-
ment expected behavior of the physical domains in the environment and (2) to
capture requirements about the behavior of the environment as caused by the
interaction of the machine and the existing behavioral properties of the domains
of the environment.
In this paper, we describe an approach to providing behavioral descriptions
to the domains and requirements of a collection of PDs by means of a Coloured
Petri Net (CPN) model. We consider CPN as an appropriate formalism for this
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purpose because of it natural ability to model concurrency, resource sharing,
conflicts and locality - all of which are properties that are found in the physi-
cal environment. Several important transformation activities in the approach we
describe are automated. These transformations are specified as VDM++ opera-
tions on VDM++ objects representing CPN models and PDs.
Throughout the paper, we will refer to a simple example considering the
development of a controller for a sluice gate. We use this example, because it
is well known in the Problem Frames community and because it is sufficiently
simple and still contains examples of typical concerns such as concurrency in the
environment, required vs. assumed behavior etc. The purpose of the sluice gate
is summarized by the following description:
“A small sluice, with a rising and falling gate is used in a simple irriga-
tion system. A computer system is needed to raise and lower the gate in
response to the commands of an operator. The gate is opened and closed
by rotating vertical screws. The screws are driven by a small motor,
which can be controlled by clockwise, anticlockwise, on and off pulses.
There are sensors at the top and bottom of the gate travel; at the top it’s
fully open , at the bottom it’s fully shut. The connection to the computer
consists of four pulse lines for motor control, two statuslines for the gate
sensors, and a status line for each class of operator command.” [2]
For the purpose of the explanations in this paper, we have extended the
description with a requirement that the sluice gate must be open for at least 1
hour in total between sunrise and sunset.
Fig. 1 shows three PDs (PD1, PD2, and PD3). The annotation  PD 
specifies that the problems are expressed using the PD syntax. The overall prob-
lem is derived from the problem description above and is expressed in PD1.
The problem is to develop a machine (Sluice Gate Controller) that interacts
with two domains in the environment (Gate & Motor and Sluice Operator).
The machine is connected to these two domains through interfaces of shared
phenomena (a and c). These connections specify where direct interaction is pos-
sible. The text in the right gives some detailed information about the interfaces.
The two-letter abbreviations denote the controlling domain of a set of phenom-
ena. E.g. the interface a is formed by two shared phenomena controlled by the
Sluice Gate Controller (Direction and Control) and one shared phenomenon
controlled by the Gate & Motor domain (Sensors). Each shared phenomenon is
controlled by exactly one domain. If the phenomenon is a state, the controlling
domain is the only domain able to cause changes to the state value. If the phe-
nomenon is an event, the controlling domain is the only domain able to cause
an occurrence of the event. It should be noted that phenomena can be abstrac-
tions of complex values - as an example, the Sensors phenomenon consists of
two boolean values: one for the state of the top sensor and one for the bottom
sensor.
The dashed ellipse is the requirement (i.e. to control the gate according to
the requirements). The requirement is connected to the two domains,indicating
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Fig. 1.
that the requirement is expressed in terms of the vocabulary of shared phe-
nomenom provided by these domains. One connector has an arrow head - this
means that the requirement constrains the phenomena in b. The other connector
is a simple line - this means that the requirement only references the phenom-
ena in c. The reason for this distinction is that the is should not be possible
to make requirements about the behavior of the Sluice Operator domain, since
this domain represents a person acting spontaneously and out of free will. The
Gate & Motor domain, on the other hand is a given domain with some level of
predictability - i.e. we know something about the casual relations between the
phenomena in the interface of the domain. Therefor, it makes sense to express
requirements about the desired behavior of this domain when it is interacting
with the potential solution to the problem - the Sluice Gate Controller.
While PD1 is the overall problem we want to analyze and solve, PD2 and
PD3 are subproblems. These subproblems have been identified by problem de-
composition [2] of the overall problem. By decomposing the problem into sub-
problems, various aspects of the problem are identified. The result is a collection
of PDs. The decomposition is parallel rather than hierarchical meaning that the
subproblems can be seen as different views (or projections) of the problem de-
scribed in the first PD. The decomposition is a manual task which is based on
knowledge about the problem domains. PD2 documents a subproblem in which
the sluice gate controller is required to periodically open the sluice gate. The
controller domain is represented by a subdomain (Timed Controller), which is
interacting only with the motor and the sensors - i.e. the behavior of the sluice
operator is not relevant for the expression of this subproblem and has been left
out. The requirement is expressed in terms of a subset of the b set of shared phe-
nomena (b′). This is so, because the requirement in this case only concerns the
physical and observable state of the gate. Actually, the requirement also relates
to the real time, but this is considered a private phenomenon to the requirement
domain. PD3 documents another subproblem: the problem of developing a con-
troller that allows the sluice operator to manually raise and lower the gate. This
subproblem also has a controller and a requirement and is related to both of the
domains found in PD2. For this very simple example, the decomposition has now
helped us realize that the problem of developing the sluice gate controller can
be seen as (at least) two subproblems. Each subproblem has a solution and to
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develop the final controller machine these two solutions need to be recomposed.
We do not consider this task here.
2 Tool Support for CPN Descriptions of PD Domains
The purpose of the tool support being developed is to make it possible and
practically feasible to use CPN as a formal modeling language for describing
behavior of the domains found in PDs.
Fig. 2 shows a possible workflow for the work on analyzing the Sluice Gate
Controller problem. The ellipses are different representations of PDs while the
boxes are transformation activities that will be described in the following sub-
sections. The starting point for each PD is a matching VDM++ object. Such an
object is an instance of the ProblemDiagram class found in Fig. 3. It simply
captures the structure of a PD and refines the information slightly by specifying
the types of shared phenomena.
<<PDVDM>>
PD1
<<PDVDM>>
PD2
<<PDVDM>>
PD3
Translate TranslateTranslate
<<CPNVDM>>
PD1
<<CPNVDM>>
PD2
<<CPNVDM>>
PD3
Export
<<CPNXML>>
PD2
<<CPNXML>>
PD3
Modify Modify
Combine
ImportExportImport
Combine
Combine
Fig. 2.
2.1 Translating
The purpose of the translation activity is to produce a modular CPN model
(composed by a collection of inter-linked CPN modules) based on the struc-
ture of a PD. In the workflow in Fig. 2, the three PDs are tranlated from their
VDM++ representations into respective VDM++ representations of CPN struc-
ture (denoted CPNV DM ). The transformation is handled by the translate
operation shown in Fig. 4. Its input is a ProblemDiagram object and the out-
put is a CPNH object (a CPNH object encapsulates, among other things, a
collection of CPN objects and information about channels connecting these).
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class ProblemDiagram
types
public Name = [seq1 of char];
public Title = Name;
public Domain = Name;
public Domains = set of Domain;
public Machine = Name;
public Requirement = Name;
public Controlled = Domain;
public Observed = set of Domain;
public Category = Name;
public SharedPhenomenon ::
name : Name
type : <State> | <Event>
category : Category
controlled : Controlled
observed : Observed
conref :
[<Constrained> | <Referenced>];
instance variables
public title : Title := nil;
public machine : Machine := nil;
public domains : Domains := {};
public requirement : Requirement := nil;
public sharedphenomena : SharedPhenomena := {};
(...)
end ProblemDiagram
Fig. 3.
public translate : ProblemDiagram ==> CPNH
translate(pd) == (
dcl cpnh : CPNH := new CPNH();
cpnh.S :=
mkDomainModules({pd})
union {mkRequirementModule(pd)};
cpnh.S :=
cpnh.S union
{mkLinkPage({pd}, cpnh, {|->}, {|->})};
cpnh.FS :=
mkFusionSets(
dunion {cpnm.CPN.P | cpnm in set cpnh.S});
return cpnh;
);
Fig. 4.
The syntax of the CPN modeling language has been almost completely spec-
ified in VDM++ based on the definitions of [3]. The specifications in VDM++
are relatively complex, since they include not only the rules for the structure of
CPN models but also a representation of the type system used in the inscription
language - CPN ML, a flavor of Standard ML. This representation in VDM++
is necessary in order to be able to handle the generation (and import/export)
of colour sets used to annotate places in CPN models. A colour set specifies
the type of tokens that a given place can hold. In the same manner, the much
simpler syntax of PDs has been specified loosly based on the definitions found
in [4].
As an example, we will look at parts of the CPN model being created when
the PD3 from Fig. 3 is translated. Refering to the translate algorithm of Fig. 4,
the translation is started by the instantiation of an empty CPNH object. Next,
two types of modules (or pages) are added to the model: one domain description
module for each domain of the PD (including the machine domain) and a single
requirement module. We call these the domain modules, the machine module
and the requirement module respectively. As mentioned earlier, a CPN module
is a non-hierarchical net structure and the CPN model contains several of these.
In our case, the modules are linked together through fusion places as we shall
see later. This technique allows for a set of places in different CPN modules to
be tied together in a fusion set. All places within the same fusion set will share
the same marking (i.e. the same collection of tokens wrt. number of tokens,
their data values etc.). This makes it possible for the modules to communicate
or interact through fusion places. In the work presented here, the fusion places
are used for representing the interfaces of shared phenomena through which the
environment domains and the machine interact.
We will have a closer encounter with the domain modules in Subsection 2.3,
where the manual modification of domain descriptions is discusssed. An empty
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domain module contains one place per shared phenomenon in all its interfaces
with other modules. Initially, these places are connected to transitions that cause
phenomenon modifications freely. This structure represents free and spontaneous
behavior - i.e. the total lack of knowledge about the behavioral aspects of the
domain. During the manual modification of the domain description, the behavior
will gradually be refined (limited).
The requirement module is used for the specification of requirements. We will
not discuss the contents of this module in this paper, but simply state that this
is where the details of the requirements in a PD are specified. We are currently
working on an automated technique for validating the behavior exhibited by the
domain descriptions when attached to the solution description. The validation
is performed with respect to real-time requirements expressed in a formalism
similar to that of UML 2.0 Sequence Diagrams.
The next step of the translation is the generation of a single special CPN
module: the link module. This module will not be manually edited. The purpose
of the module is to provide the interface of shared phenomena between interact-
ing domains while at the same time recording timed traces of shared phenomena
activity. The latter is made possible by a proxy-based approach, in which all
phenomenon activity caused by a controlling domain is detected and recorded
in a synchronous manner by the link module before being asynchronously for-
warded to any possible observing phenomena. This dual-type coupling makes
it possible to both enforce recording of all phenomena activity and preserve a
proper level of independency between domain descriptions.
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Fig. 5. Excerpt f the automatically generated ink module for PD3
Part of the link module for PD3 is shown in Fig. 5. We use solid black to em-
phasize automatically generated elements (i.e. all the elements in this case). The
module is graphically structur d in 3 columns. The first column contains a set
of places that are connected through fusion sets with matching places in domain
modules or the machine module. Each of the places carry inscriptions on the top
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(the initial marking) and in the bottom (the colour set definition). The initial
marking specifies the initial collection of tokens held in the place. All these to-
kens are of a specific type as defined by the colour set definition. Looking closely
at the inscriptions, it is seen that each phenomenon of the PD is repsresented
by a colour set (e.g. State Direction ). These colour sets are declared automat-
ically as part of the translation. The structure of the colour sets are different
depending on whether the colour set is used for a state or an event phenomenon.
For states, a 2-tuple containing a 2-tuple and a boolean value is used. For the
Direction phenomenon, an example of a value of this colour set is found in the
initial marking of the topmost place: ((Direction, init Direction), false). The
inner 2-tuple is composed by a constant identifying the phenomenon in question
matching the name in the PD (Direction) and the current value of the phe-
nomenon initialized by a constant (init Direction). The boolean in the outer
2-tuple is initialized to false. Whenever the phenomenon value is changed by
the controlling domain, this value will be set to true by the changing transition.
This is a way to signal to the monitoring transition of the link module that the
state was changed - and at the same time serves to prevent the phenomenon
from being changed again before the current change has been recorded to the
timed trace and reported to any observing domains. Both the recording and
reporting is performed by a single transition per phenomenon - in this case, the
Update state Direction transition. The Direction phenomenon is observed by
the Gate & Motor domain through a fusion set. A place in this fusion set is
therefor found in the third column of the link module. The monitoring tran-
sition updates the value of the single token found in this place with the new
value of the phenomenon. The Direction phenomenon is not constrained by the
requirement of PD3, so its changes are not recorded to a trace. The Position
phenomenon is, on the other hand, and its monitoring transition is connected
to a trace place (the second from the top in the third column). This place holds
a token per phenomenon referenced or constrained by the requirement - in this
case two phenomena (Position and Movement). Each token is a 2-tuple consist-
ing of a phenomenon identifier and a list. The elements of the list are 2-tuples in
which the first field is a phenomenon value and the second field is a timestamp.
The timestamp identifies the model time at which the phenomenon value be-
came valid - i.e. the time at which a state phenomenon changed its value or the
time at which an event occurred. Whenever the phenomenon is modified by the
controlling domain, a time-stamped element is added to the trace list. This trace
is used for validation against the requirement expressed in the requirement mod-
ule. The monitoring of events is synchronized between the controlling domains
and the link module in a different manner: a list token is used. If an event has
occurred, the list will contain an element in the form of a 2-tuple in which the
first field identifies the event an the second type is a value for the event. As long
as the list is not empty, the controlling domain will be prevented from generating
more events before the occurrence of the current event has been monitored and
recorded and/or reported by the link module. This guarantees that all events
are observed and their is preserved in the traces.
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The last step of the translation algorithm ties together the places repre-
senting shared phenomena with those of the link module in fusion sets - i.e.
all shared phenomena are represented by two fusion sets. The first fusion set
contains two places: one in the controlling domain and one in the link module
(e.g. State Controlled Direction). The second fusion set contains one place in
the link page and one per observing domain (e.g. State Observed Direction).
Apart from providing the recording and reporting of phenomena activity, the
link module and the way fusion sets are used ensure that only one domain con-
trols any given phenomenon and that only observing domains have access to the
phenomenon values.
2.2 Importing and Exporting
The translation from PDs results in a VDM++ object representation of a CPN
model. The workflow in Fig. 2 shows that it is possible to export such a repre-
sentation to obtain a XML file for the CPN model. It is also possible to import
such an XML file to obtain the corresponding VDM++ object.
Exporting to the XML file format makes it possible to use CPN Tools [5] for
editing the CPN models in order to fill out behavioral descriptions. The export
feature has been specified in a VDM++ class able to directly write an XML file
from a CPNH object. Importing from the XML file format makes it possible
to handle manually modified CPN models within the VDM++ framework. The
import feature has been implemented as a Python script that parses the XML
file and generates a VDM++ data file containing a single CPNH object.
2.3 Modifying
Fig. 6 shows the behavioral description of the Gate & Motor domain module.
The solid black places were autogenerated by the translation algorithm and the
white transitions and places, all arcs and their inscriptions have been added
manually to specify knowledge about the assumed behavior of the physical gate,
the motor and the sensors. In this way, a causal relation ship between these
physical entities is explicitly expressed in the model. Briefly explained, the gate
is modeled using an internal state phenomenon representing a discretization of
the gate position as a value between 1 and 10. This place is modified by two tran-
sitions representing the movement of the gate in discrete time-consuming steps
(it takes 15 time units to move one step up and 10 to move one step down). The
domain controls three phenomena: Sensors is observed by the sluice gate con-
troller while Position and Movement are constrained by the requirement. The
Update Position and Update Sensors transitions monitor changes to the inter-
nal representation and updates the controlled phenomena accordingly. Wrt. the
Position phenomenon, it is worth noticing, that the values of this phenomenon
are more coarse (Top, Bottom, and Between) than those of the internal rep-
resentation of the position (1...10). The domain module also specifies how the
motor is controlled by the machine domain through the Control and Direction
phenomena.
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Fig. 6. The manually modified domain module for the Gate & Motor domain
2.4 Combining
In many situations, as illustrated in the workflow of Fig. 2, it is necessary to
combine descriptions found in CPN models. As an example, the Gate & Motor
domain discussed in the previous sections is found in all three PDs, but it should
only be necessary to specify its assumed behavior once - i.e. in one CPN model.
For this reason, we have defined an algorithm for structural combination (merg-
ing) of CPN models.
public combine : ProblemDiagram * (set of (ProblemDiagram * CPNH)) ==> CPNH
combine(pd, ds) == ( (...) )
pre (forall mk_(pd’, cpnh) in set ds &
structureValid(pd’, cpnh) and
forall d in set pd’.domains union {pd’.machine} &
d in set pd.domains union {pd.machine} => interfaceSubset(pd’, pd, d)) and
(let empty_cpnh = translate({pd}) in
forall d in set pd.domains union {pd.machine} &
let empty_cpnm in set empty_cpnh.S be st empty_cpnm.Name = d in
exists cpnh in set {cpnh | mk_(-, cpnh) in set ds} &
exists cpnm in set cpnh.S & cpnm.Name = d =>
not exists cpnm’ in set cpnh.S &
cpnm <> cpnm’ and cpnm.Name = cpnm’.Name and
not cpnm.CPN.structEqual(empty_cpnm.CPN) and
not cpnm.CPN.structEqual(cpnm’.CPN));
Fig. 7.
The outline of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 7 in the form of its signature
and preconditions. The algorithm will produce a CPNH object based on the
structure of a given PD and the manually modified descriptions found in a set
of 2-tuples. Each 2-tuple consists of a PD and a CPNH object. The PD defines
the structure from which the CPNH object in the tuple was translated. The
preconditions ensure that at most one refined description of any domain that
exists in the output structure is found in the input descriptions - i.e. to avoid
conflicting descriptions. In Fig. 2, a dashed line is used to point out the PD
defining the structure of the result of the combination while solid lines go from
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the input CPN models and to the resulting output CPN model. The output CPN
model contains all domain descriptions found in the input CPN models - provided
that no domain has conflicting descriptions. One example of the application of
the combine algoritm is seen in the lower left corner of Fig. 2, where a CPN
model for PD1 is generated as a combination of the descriptions of domains
already given during any possible manual modification of the CPN models for
PD2 and PD3. Two other uses of the combine algorithm are seen between PD2
and PD3. In this case, if a domain has been described in one CPN model, the
description module can be adopted into the other CPN model meaning that the
two models can be refined in a parallel manner.
The precondition specifies two additional requirements to the input: (1) the
structureV alid operation is applied to require that all CPNH objects in the set
of input tuples do still match the structure defined by the respective PDs from
which they were translated and (2) the interfaceSubset operation is applied to
require that for a given domain, any existing instances of the same domain in
the input PDs should not have access to any other shared phenomena than those
accessible to the domain in the resulting PD. The second requirement means that
the combine algorithm can only extend (and not limit) the interface of domains.
3 Conclusions
In this paper, we have described the initial results from work on tool-support
for automated handling of CPN models used for describing behavior of domains
in PDs. Our experiences so far tell us that - if assisted by the automated trans-
late and combine algorithms - the use of CPN models is indeed a feasible and
practical approach to the problem. The main area for future work is the work on
automating the process of checking traces of phenomena activity generated by
the execution of CPN models against real-time requirements. We are currently
working on tool-support for this. The checking can be performed either offline
or online. In the offline approach, a trace is generated and then checked. In the
online approach, the trace is checked while it is being generated - i.e. possibly
during the interactive execution of the CPN model.
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Abstract. This paper discusses a number of possibilities for automatic
conversion between VDM++ and JML, in both directions, as part of a
project to enable VDM++ as a front-end for contract-based program-
ming and the possible usage of tool support both from VDM++ and
JML. In particular, the project aims at identifying the notational sub-
sets for which the envisaged automatic translation is possible, as well as
describing in detail all the limitations encountered. The development of
a prototype proof-of-concept implementation for this bi-directional con-
version is being carried through. At a later stage this prototype will be
integrated on top of the Eclipse [8] platform as part of the Overture Tool
[9].
1 Introduction
In order to establish a bidirectional connection between VDM++ and JML it is
necessary to explain its purposes and limitations, as well as identifying the po-
tential advantages this may bring to software development. These are as follows:
From a tool support perspective, it will be possible to take advantage of tool
support available for both VDM++ and JML sides by moving the specifications
from one side to the other.
From an educational point of view, this connection can be seen as a bridge
between VDM++ and JML in both directions. For example, to teach VDM++
to students or software developers with a Java background, one may start with
using JML assertions inside Java programs, and thus move such specifications
to VDM++. On the other hand, it is possible to use VDM++ as a front-end for
contract-based programming. For Java students with familiarity with VDM++
this connection may be of use to move VDM++ specifications into JML anno-
tations as a starting point for Java development.
However, such a connection has limitations that must be taken into account.
There are semantic differences between VDM++ and JML, namely in the way
some typical Object-Oriented features and constructs semantics. These limita-
tions are presented in section 2. A conceptual analysis is shown in section 3. The
correlation between VDM++ and JML is present in section 4. Furthermore, a
case study is presented in section 5. An analysis of this connection is shown in
section 6 and finally in section 7 a conclusion and future work can be found.
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2 Limitations
Although VDM++ and JML are Object-Oriented specification languages, they
have semantic differences concerning some features such as inheritance. VDM++
allows multiple class inheritance. On the other hand, JML as a specification lan-
guage for Java, does not allow multiple class inheritance; only multiple interface
inheritance. This would become a problem when one wants to move a VDM++
specification with multiple class inheritance to JML. In this case, the adopted
solution, as in VDMTools [4], will be ask the user in the connection process
which classes will become interfaces and which class will remain as superclass.
However, the transformation into interfaces can only be made under special cir-
cumstances, due to the fact that an interface has special rules such as the absence
of bodies in methods and constructors, among others [11]. Furthermore, speci-
fication inheritance in JML guarantees that a subclass specification is stronger
than the superclass specification. When it comes to method specifications, a pre-
condition of an overriding method can only be weaker than the pre-condition of
the overriden method. Moreover, the post-condition of an overriding method can
only be stronger than the post-condition of the overriden method [10].
In VDM++, specification inheritance is not currently being considered. Thus,
an overriding method will not inherit the specifications of the overridden method.
This means that when one is mapping from JML to VDM++ the semantic
meaning of specification inheritance will be lost.
There are other limitations such as visibility issues and lack of semantic mean-
ing of such constructs both in JML and VDM++. These are minor limitations
which are explained in detail in [11].
3 Conceptual analysis
Although this connection is intended to connect VDM++ and JML, it is not
possible to separate JML from Java because JML is a behavioural specification
language for Java modules. This proximity between JML and Java leads to some
decisions to be made in order to build a proper connection. The major decisions
to be made were:
– Inheritance vs Refinement approach;
– Usage of JML pure types or Java types.
Regarding the first item, there was a need of deciding whether to use an
inheritance approach or a refinement approach as a specification approach for
JML. Since JML assertions can be written inside Java classes, abstract classes
or interfaces, and since the goal of this connection is to connect VDM++ and
JML leaving apart the Java implementation of the methods and constructors
for a future Java code generator, it was important to decide where and how the
JML assertions should be written when moving from VDM++ to JML. After
some considerations explained in detail in [11], it was possible to understand
that the inheritance perspective was not a good approach.
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If JML assertions were written either in a class or abstract class, when one
has an implementation of it, one should connect the generated JML file with the
implementation by means of inheritance, i.e., extending the implementation.
This means that if one wants to extend another class it would not be possible.
On the other hand, if JML assertions were written inside Java interfaces, it
would not be possible to connect constructors, because interfaces do not allow
the usage of them. This means that if there are assertions related to constructors
(e.g. pre-conditions), they could not be written at the JML level.
The refinement approach consists in writing JML assertions apart from the
implementation. Those specification files are similar to Java files (they can also
be classes, abstract classes or interfaces), however their usage is different. When
one wants to connect an implementation with the specification, one should use
the JML keyword refines followed by the correspondent file where the specifica-
tion is. This way, the specification present in the pointed file will be connected
to the implementation, and the assertions can be checked at runtime. The re-
finement approach only offers limitations regarding interfaces, for the same rea-
sons presented above. The other two possibilities, which are classes or abstract
classes, are equivalent in a sense they do not offer any limitation. For a ques-
tion of semantic equivalence with VDM++, classes were chosen to sustain JML
assertions.
With respect to the types, a decision was carried through. As a result of
JML assertions only admit the usage of pure types and operators [7], JML pure
types were chosen to map with VDM++ types due to the fact that they are pure
types, i.e., their usage cannot cause side effects at runtime. A deep study of the
correlation between VDM++ and JML types and their associate constructs has
been made in [11].
4 Correlation between VDM++ and JML
Since the intention of the proposed connection is to map VDM++ and JML
specifications in both directions, a semantic comparison between those two spec-
ification languages must me carried through. Such comparison should be divided
in logical items, in order to make sure that all the relevant constructs and fea-
tures are correctly related in order to be possible a mapping between VDM++
and JML. For this purpose, two main items were selected:
– Types: Since both JML and VDM++ have pre-defined types, the correlation
between those types, and associated constructs, must be analysed, in order
to correctly proceed to the mapping between them;
– Constructs: The languages constructs should also be correctly mapped in
order to maintain the semantic meaning.
4.1 Types
With respect to types, while JML offers a large number of types, VDM++ is
more restrictive. If one wants to use a given JML type that has no correspondence
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at the VDM++ side, either the user must be advised during the transformation
or the user is not allowed to use a specific type. Although most of the types
from VDM++ are directly mapped into JML types, due to their semantic sim-
ilarities, there is one particular type, the composite type, that has no direct
correspondence to a JML pure type. A composite type is equivalent to a record
type. It can have a number of components of a specific type, and it is possible
to access directly to a component by means of an identifier. Even so there is no
specific correspondence with a JML pure type, these types can be mapped into
Java classes. Each of their components can be seen as instance variables of that
class, and if the type has a specific invariant associated, that invariant can be
converted at the JML side to an instance invariant (see [11]).
Besides the referred issue, each type has its own pre-defined constructs that
allows one to manipulate an object of that type. As in the previous situation,
each JML type has more associated constructs than each VDM++ type. In this
situation, if a given type A at the JML side is considered semantically identical
to a type B at the VDM++ side, then each construct that has no match both
from VDM++ and JML should be defined apart in a specific library to be
used together with the users specifications. This way, although not all types are
connected due to some limitations, at least the constructs of the mapped types
are present for the user to use.
4.2 Constructs
For the purposes of the proposed connection between VDM++ and JML, a small
number of constructs will be considered from both specification languages. The
reason behind this is that this project targets the exploration of a subset of
both languages where a connection is possible and to build a prototype proof-
of-concept implementation of it. Concerning all the other constructs, it will be
possible to add them as an extension of the referred connection, in a point in
time.
The considered constructs are pre-conditions, post-conditions, exceptional
conditions, external conditions and invariants (see [2] for VDM++ and [6] for
JML). All of these constructs have a correspondent construct in VDM++ and
JML, however with a number of semantic differences. There is a first compli-
cation concerning specification inheritance. Although VDM++ is an object-
oriented specification language, it does not consider specification inheritance.
On the other hand, specification inheritance in JML is well established, i.e., it
is only possible to weaken the pre-condition or strength the post-condition of an
overriding method [10].
Despite the referred difference, both VDM++ pre- and post-conditions are
similar to the JML requires and ensures clauses, respectively [11]. Concerning
the exceptional conditions, which are meant to deal with exceptional behaviour,
have also a number of semantic differences in VDM++ and JML. JML allows one
to specify under which conditions a specific exception may possible be thrown
[6]. However, in VDM++ there is no semantic equivalence to exceptions. The
construct responsible for dealing with exceptional behaviour, the errs clause,
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defines exactly under which condition an error can occur and what are the con-
sequences for the result of calling the operation. Each condition defined using
the referred construct has a pre-condition, which represents a possible error sit-
uation, and a post-condition, which represents the consequence for violating the
associated pre-condition (see [11]).
Concerning the external conditions, JML only allows one specific operation
to be pure if the operations is side-effect free (see [1], [7], [6]). In order to have
this guarantee, the operation should explicitly indicate which variables will be
accessed using the assignable clause. Although the semantic meaning of purity
is not present in VDM++, it is also possible to indicate which instance variables
will be accessible, however, in a different way. It is only possible to use this
construct, named ext, within implicit operations definition.
Finally, the invariants will also be considered within the proposed connec-
tion. In VDM++, it is possible to define invariants both for types and instance
variables. On the other hand, in JML it is possible to define both static and
instance class invariants [6].
There are a number of semantic differences between invariants in VDM++
and in JML [11]. VDM++ invariants do not have visibility constructs associ-
ated, i.e., it is possible for example to use both private and public variables
in an instance invariant. On the other hand, JML invariants can have explicit
visibility constructs associated. Furthermore, VDM++ allows one to define type
invariants, in order to limit the possible values of the type. Concerning JML,
it is only possible to define class invariants. If one uses a pre-defined VDM++
type which is associated to a pre-defined JML type, the invariant defined at the
VDM++ side will not have proper equivalence in JML. However, if one defines
a compound type in VDM++, which is mapped into a class in JML, then the
type invariant will be semantically identical to a class invariant in JML.
For more details about the mapping between these constructs, see [11].
5 Case study: Alarm System
In order to exemplify how should the proposed connection work, a case study
was chosen: the alarm system of a chemical plant [5]. It consists in a system
that manages the calling out of experts to deal with operational faults discov-
ered in a chemical plant. There are three entities in this system: expert, alarm
and plant. Each expert has a number of qualifications that allows one to solve
problems within ones areas of expertise. Furthermore, the alarm represents the
a signal that must be sent to a specific expert whose area of expertise matches
the problem in the chemical plant. Thus, whenever an alarm is raised, the expert
on duty with the required expertise must be called.
For the purpose of this paper, only the VDM++ and the JML model of
the expert will be presented. However, the complete case study can be seen
in [11]. The JML specification uses the refinement approach proposed by this
connection between VDM++ and JML. Thus, one implementation should be
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connected with this specification by means of the refine keyword. Moreover, it
also takes advantage of the JML pure types, invariants and pre-conditions.
//@ model import org . jml specs . models . JMLValueSet ;
import java . u t i l . Set ;
pub l i c c l a s s Expert{
//@ pub l i c model JMLValueSet qua l i ;
/∗@ pub l i c i nva r i an t
@ ! qua l i . isEmpty ( ) ;
@∗/
//@ r e qu i r e s ! q . isEmpty ( ) ;
pub l i c Expert ( Set q ) ;
pub l i c Set getQual i ( ) ;
}
There are some information missing comparing with the VDM++ model. All
the constructors and methods bodies from the VDM++ specification will no ap-
pear at the JML side, because the main goal of the proposed conneciton between
VDM++ and JML is to connect specifications, leaving the implementations for
the user or for a future Java code generator.
class Expert
instance variables
quali :Qualification-set;
inv ExpertInv (quali)
functions
ExpertInv :Qualification-set → B
ExpertInv (s) 4
s 6= {}
types
public Qualification = Mech | Chem | Bio | Elec
operations
public
Expert :Qualification-set
o→ Expert
Expert (qs) 4
quali := qs
pre ExpertInv (qs) ;
public
GetQuali : ()
o→ Qualification-set
GetQuali () 4
return quali
end Expert
6 Tool structure: considerations
In order to create the proposed connection between VDM++ and JML, it is
expected that most of its components will be specified in VDM++ and then
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use the VDMTools Java code generator to create the correspondent Java classes
from the VDM++ specification (see [3]). After this process, the Java classes will
be gathered in an eclipse plugin and the connection will finally be built.
Conceptually, this will be a bidirectional connection between VDM++ and
JML. It will make a strong use of syntactic analisys in a way that each spec-
ification, placed in files, should be analysed syntactically, i.e., parsed into an
intermediate structure. This is performed by two components called scanners
and parsers. The scanner is a lexical analyser which creates tokens (categorized
blocks of text) from a sequence of inputs and is used by the parser in order to
assign semantic value to the input sequence. As the parser reads token input
sequences, it will build a structure suitable for further treatment. This structure
is known as Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). However, this AST must be built de-
pending on the meaning of each construct of the language being parsed. This
means that each production in the parser should have the correct information
with respect to the correspondent construct being parsed. This way, each node
of the AST will gather information of the construct being parsed. This structure
and the associated building process are explained in subsection 6.1 and they
compose the first component of this connection.
Afterwards, the corresponding AST structure should be mapped into an-
other AST structure representing the specification language one wants to move
to. This means that if one wants to move from VDM++ to JML (or vice-versa),
the resulting AST from parsing the VDM++ (JML) file should be mapped into
another AST representing JML (VDM++). This conversion between ASTs com-
pose the second component of this connection and it is explained in detail in
subsection 6.2.
The resulting ASTs from the mapper briefly explained above contain all the
abstract syntax of the corresponding specification languages, i.e., they contain
all the information derived from the concrete syntax of a language. However, in
order to have the final output files, those ASTs should be pretty printed to the
correspondent syntax of the specification language in question. This means that
both JML and VDM++ abstract syntax trees should have operations to pretty-
print the abstract syntax to the concrete syntax of the correspondent language.
The pretty-print of the ASTs corresponds to the third and final component
of this connection. However, it will not be explained in this paper due to its
simplicity.
Concerning the user interaction with this connection, it is expected that the
user interacts with it whenever the user wants to move a specification from one
specification language to another. At this point, the user will be briefed with a
log file and eventually some decisions to be made manually (details in subsection
6.2).
6.1 Parser and AST generation component
This component should be partially specified and partially implemented outside
the specification. The reason behind this statement is that there are parsers
already defined for VDM++ and JML. Thus, there is no need to re-implement
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the corresponding parsers. However, an interaction between the parsers and the
proposed connection should be explored in order to define the correct interfaces
to perform the communication between them. In the following subsections, an
analysis of the correspondent interfaces with the parsers will be carried through
in both sides of this connection.
– At the VDM++ side, the Overture parser will be used. This parser allows
one to retrieve, from VDM++ specifications, the relevant information, which
are the ASTs. It is possible from a given specification to return ASTs, repre-
senting the specification parsed, as VDM++ values. Those values can then
be used for further process. With this functionality, one can give VDM++
specifications as input to the parser, and retrieve a forest of ASTs represent-
ing the abstract syntax of those input files.
At this point, it is possible to parse a number of VDM++ files and retrieve
the correspondent ASTs using the Overture parser. Thus, there is no need
to specify this part of the first component.
– At the JML side, the forth version of the JML tools will be used for the sake
of simplicity and compatibility. A JML parser is included on this set of tools,
and it will be used to parse JML input files and build ASTs representing the
input files. However, this is not as straightforward process as on the VDM++
side. This bidirectional connection between VDM++ and JML is intended
to be a prototype proof-of-concept connection between subsets of those two
specification languages with a solid basis with special attention concerning
future extensions of it. Following this principle, the current ASTs retrieved by
the JML parser cannot be used directly. The presence of information about
constructs not considered in this first version of this connection should not
exist, to simplify the mapping between the ASTs from JML and VDM++.
Thus, a transformation of the retrieved ASTs should be carried through in
order to transform them into ASTs considering only the constructs used.
This comprehends two steps:
• Creation of abstract syntax types representing the considered JML types,
with special attention to future extensions;
• Converting the nodes of the retrieved ASTs from the JML parser to the
new constructs created in the previous step.
The first item presented above suggests a creation of abstract syntax types
representing JML. This process evolves the use of a tool designed for the
Overture project. The tool is called ASTGEN and from
types representing a language it generates Java classes representing those
types. Thus, the first step evolves the specification of an abstract represen-
tation of JML, i.e., a representation with no syntactic sugar, by means of
types. In this file, only the constructs considered from JML will be designed
and if ones wants to extend the subset of JML it will specify the new con-
structs in this file, and consider the generated Java classes in the next item
as explained below.
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The second step evolves the conversion between ASTs. As it can be seen
above, the ASTs retrieved by the JML parser contains the complete JML
constructs from the input files. In case some of those constructs are not
considered yet in this connection, they should be ignored to avoid excess of
information and complexity when mapping ASTs. Thus, the overall goal of
this step is to visit each node of the ASTs and:
• If the construct present on the node is considered in this connection, it
will be replaced by the correspondent one generated as a Java class in
the previous steps;
• If the construct is not yet considered in this connection, it will be ignored.
For extension purposes, if one wants to expand the subset of considered
constructs in a future stage, one have to:
• Write the abstract syntax of the construct as a type inside the abstract
syntax file representing JML;
• In the ASTs converter, one will change the visitor in order to write the
correct construct in the right place instead of null.
In short, in this step the abstract syntax of JML will need to be specified.
Concerning all the other steps explained above, they will be implemented in
Java.
6.2 Mapper component
After completing the previous steps, one will have ASTs representing input files.
In order to map specifications both from VDM++ and JML, a mapper should
be defined. This mapper should be able to convert VDM++ ASTs into JML
ASTs and vice-versa. In virtue of the ASTs store all the relevant information,
that information should be converted to other ASTs representing the target
language. However, such conversion should respect the semantic rules defined in
this paper, in order to maintain the semantic value of the languages.
Such a mapper should allow one to move freely from VDM++ to JML and
vice-versa, i.e., one should convert specifications as their needs. However, there
will be a component to control such conversions in order to interact with the
user for the following purposes:
– to inform the user about potential constructs being used that are not being
considered by the mapper;
– to inform the user about potential semantic losses when moving from one
side to another;
– to ask the user assistance in making decisions, if needed.
This entity will work both as a log file of the connection and also as an
enquire to the user in order to make decisions. This is an important step of the
mapper due to the fact that this connection will have limitations, thus the user
must be informed about them and, if needed, interview.
In order to ease the user interaction with this connection, a Graphical User
Interface (GUI) should be designed. However, this will certainly be apart from
the specification. As a consequence of the specification being code generated to
Java in a future stage, the GUI should also be designed directly in Java.
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7 Conclusion and future work
The first goal of this work was to explore the possibilities for automatic trans-
lation between a subset of VDM++ and JML. This exploration was carried
through and it became clear that this connection is possible and, most impor-
tant of all, it makes sense. Connecting these two specification languages will
allow one to use tool support from both sides and when a future Java code
generator becomes available for the Overture it will be possible to connect both
specifications and implementations between VDM++ and Java with JML as-
sertions.
Regarding the future work, the most important step is to finish the implemen-
tation of this connection. Furthermore, the extension of it should be considered
in order to enlarge the subsets of VDM++ and JML being considered. With a
presence of a Java code generator as in VDMTools, some work should be done
connecting it to this mapper in order to be possible the automatic generation of
both assertions and implementations. Finally, a graphical user interface is also
an important step to perform in order to make this mapper more user-friendly.
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Abstract. Testing is an important, expensive, repetitive and exhaustive
task in software development. It does not guarantee that any kind of
model has no errors, however the developer can be more confident that a
model is working properly after testing it. If the testing process is done
along the development, it will have to be frequently repeated because a
small change in the model might influence its behaviour. Repeating tests,
without automation support, each time a change is made is a tedious
manual task. It is also time consuming and, consequently, expensive.
This paper suggests a test automation support for the Overture [4] which
may be useful for VDM++ developers.
1 Introduction
Combinatorial testing is the first test automation strategy considered for inte-
gration in the Overture platform. Such a strategy resorts to VDM++ models to
generate the minimum number of test inputs in order to cover all the selected
combinations of input values. Thus, test data is generated automatically from
regular expressions with chosen operations from a VDM++ model and chosen
inputs selected by a tester. In the implementation of this strategy, it is important
to automatically filter the irrelevant test data in order to reduce the possibility
of having combinatorial explosion. However, the tester must also carefully design
the model and the regular expressions over it to take into account this risk.
The main interest of combinatorial testing is to automatically generate test
sequences based on operations or functions from a model and chosen inputs. A
specific algorithm will be used in order to filter the irrelevant test sequences.
The tool under development is inspired on another combinatorial testing tool,
called Tobias [1], which is aimed at the automatic production of test data, based
on the name of functions and their inputs. The test data can then be transformed
in test cases adding oracles with other tools (e.g. VDMTools [3]).
The tool under development is almost entirely modelled in VDM++. From
this model, JAVA code is generated. A few aspects of the tool will be hand im-
plemented in Java. Finally, an Eclipse plugin is being developed.
In the sequel we provide a brief overview of the intended support tool. Its first
stage resorts to a parser, already under development, to collect user input ac-
cording to a pre-defined grammar. The user will be able to create objects, call
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methods with chosen sequences of inputs and ask for the generation of per-
mutations with repetitions of a sequence of methods and inputs. User input is
automatically encoded into a regular expression which guides the testing process
in subsequent phases.
After generating the test cases in an automatic way, the tool applies a filter
process in order to eliminate irrelevant test cases, similar with the one devel-
oped in Tobias [2]. A file will be retrieved with the executed test cases and the
corresponding output retrieved from the VDMTools interpreter, as well as other
details described in section 4.
Section 2 summarizes the purpose of Combinatorial Testing. Section 3 de-
scribes the Parsing Component. Section 4 describes all the specification of Com-
binatorial Testing. Finally the conclusion and future work are described in sec-
tion 5.
2 Purpose of Combinatorial Testing
When a VDM++ model is being tested with ordinary test cases, a tester will
have to manually write the test cases one by one, and therefore one will have a
repeated and exhaustive task.
The proposed Combinatorial Testing strategy can automate this task because
the tester will have the possibility of writing regular expressions representing the
test scenarios one wishes to use. The test cases will then be automatically gen-
erated from the regular expression. They will also be automatically executed in
the VDMTools interpreter and the output retrieved by the interpreter will be
displayed.
The tester must be careful with the chosen regular expressions due to the pos-
sibility of combinatorial explosion. A filtering process is performed, in order to
remove the useless test cases. However the tester has a high responsibility to
avoid combinatorial explosion, which is a disadvantage of this testing strategy.
3 Parsing component
The first stage of the Combinatorial Testing tool is to scan and parse the input
given by the tester, as it can be seen in Figure 1.
The input must respect a defined grammar which is explained in sub-section
4.1. In order to scan and parse the given input, the following tools were used:
– ASTGEN: this tool is responsible for collecting a set of VDM++ types and
for transforming them into Java classes representing those types.
– Jflex is a lexical analyser responsible for converting a sequence of input
characters into a sequence of categorized blocks of text, called tokens.
– Byaccj is a parser generator for Java. It is responsible for reading an input file
and, together with a scanner, it generates a parser based on the information
present in the production rules.
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The output given by the ASTGEN tool is Java classes representing the VDM++
types written in the input file. Within the development of the Byaccj file, in the
right hand side of the production rules, Java constructors will be used, from
the Java classes generated by the ASTGEN, to create objects matching the
correspondent production rule. For each construct defined as a VDM++ type
in the input file, a Java class will be generated. Furthermore, when the parser
match that specific type in a production rule, an object of the created Java class
will be created in order to hold the relevant information. Byaccj also needs the
result given by Jflex, which will correspond to the left hand side of the production
rules.
Combining these three tools, the outcome of parsing an input file respecting
the defined regular expression will be an abstract syntax tree (AST) containing
all the relevant information parsed from the input file. This AST can be seen as
an intermediate structure ready for further treatment, such as pretty-printing in
order to obtain the concrete syntax of the parsed language.
4 Requirements specification
Along this section, a detailed description of the Combinatorial Testing specifica-
tion can be found. Figure 1 is a schema representing the most important steps
and structures of the Combinatorial Testing strategy specification and imple-
mentation. The figure is referred along with the description, so that the user can
see how far one is from the final results, while reading the description.
4.1 Regular Expression
As it is described in section 2, a tester has to write regular expressions represent-
ing test cases in a compressed representation, in order to automatically generate
the correspondent test scenarios. The structure of these regular expressions is
described below.
The regular expressions will have variable initializations and method calls.
There is nothing new in the variable initializations because they should be ini-
tialized in the same way as in the VDMTools interpreter. There is only one detail
about the connection between the variable initializations and the method calls:
each time a test case is generated and run in the interpreter, the variables are
initialized in order to test all test cases under the same conditions. Thus, the
tester will not have to write the variables for each test case. One will write them
once and they will be used every time a new test case is executed.
Method calls are different from the way they are called in the interpreter:
– Each parameter of a method call is a sequence of parameters. Thus, if the
tester wants to test a specific method with different values, one will not
have to write all the method calls with the different values. Only a regu-
lar expression will have to be written and the test cases will be generated
automatically.
Assuming that the tester writes the following regular expression:
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Fig. 1. Combinatorial Testing schema
var.methodA([20,10],[7])
The tester is asking for all test cases where the first parameter of method
methodA is 20 or 10, and the second parameter is 7. This will automatically
generate the following test cases:
1. var.methodA(20,7)
2. var.methodA(10,7)
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– An automatic generation of a sequence of methods can be made. This is
useful when a model has a state variable where the value is changed if a
method is called. An example could be to call methodA followed by methodB,
without reinitializing the variables in the interpreter:
var.methodA(4), var.methodB(10,20)
It is assumed in this example that methodA changes the value of a state
variable. Thus, the state variable value after calling methodA followed by
methodB is different from calling:
var.methodA(4)
init
var.methodB(10,20)
There is nothing new at this point, comparing to the VDMTools interpreter,
however it is relevant to remember this feature in order to explain the next
aspect.
– A sequence of method calls can be called more than once. Thus, if a tester
wants to call a specific sequence of methods more than once, one will just
have to define the number of repetitions one wants.
Assuming that a tester wants to call method1 followed by method2 with
specific parameters once and then wants to initialize the values and call the
same sequence twice, one will have to write the following regular expression:
[var.method1(param1, param2), var.method2(param1, param2)] [1..2]
The following test cases will be generated:
1. var.method1(param1, param2), var.method2(param1, param2)
2. var.method1(param1, param2), var.method2(param1, param2), var.method1(param1,
param2), var.method2(param1, param2)
– Finally, a combination of the above items can be made. Thus, a possible
regular expression taking advantage of all these properties is:
[var3.meth1([20,10],[7]), var1.meth2([5],[6])] [1..2] [var2.meth1([6],[30,50])]
From this regular expression, the following test cases will be automatically
generated:
1. var3.meth1(20,7), var1.meth2(5,6), var2.meth1(6,30)
2. var3.meth1(10,7), var1.meth2(5,6), var2.meth1(6,30)
3. var3.meth1(20,7), var1.meth2(5,6), var2.meth1(6,50)
4. var3.meth1(10,7), var1.meth2(5,6), var2.meth1(6,50)
5. var3.meth1(20,7), var1.meth2(5,6), var3.meth1(20,7), var1.meth2(5,6),
var2.meth1(6,30)
6. var3.meth1(10,7), var1.meth2(5,6), var3.meth1(20,7), var1.meth2(5,6),
var2.meth1(6,30)
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7. var3.meth1(20,7), var1.meth2(5,6), var3.meth1(10,7), var1.meth2(5,6),
var2.meth1(6,30)
8. var3.meth1(10,7), var1.meth2(5,6), var3.meth1(10,7), var1.meth2(5,6),
var2.meth1(6,30)
9. var3.meth1(20,7), var1.meth2(5,6), var3.meth1(20,7), var1.meth2(5,6),
var2.meth1(6,50)
10. var3.meth1(10,7), var1.meth2(5,6), var3.meth1(20,7), var1.meth2(5,6),
var2.meth1(6,50)
11. var3.meth1(20,7), var1.meth2(5,6), var3.meth1(10,7), var1.meth2(5,6),
var2.meth1(6,50)
12. var3.meth1(10,7), var1.meth2(5,6), var3.meth1(10,7), var1.meth2(5,6),
var2.meth1(6,50)
It was explained how regular expressions are transformed into test cases. The
RegExpr (regular expression) is the structure that represents the input given
by the tester. The test cases are in a compressed representation. Therefore, it is
necessary to expand the RegExpr structure so that the test cases can be executed
by the VDMTools interpreter.
4.2 Expanded regular expression
In order to proceed with further transformations, the RegExpr structure is trans-
formed into another structure, which represents an expanded version of the first
one. This new structure is represented in Figure 1 as ExpandedRegExpr. There is
no direct interaction between this structure and the user because it is a complex
structure for the user to read and understand. Thus, it is only an intermedi-
ate structure for the specification, where the test cases are already expanded
and available in a non-user-friendly representation. This structure cannot be
executed by the VDMTools interpreter because it is not a string, which is the
accepted input by the interpreter. For this reason, the ExpandedRegExpr struc-
ture is transformed into another one called Test cases in Figure 1, which has an
internal state with sequences of strings, where each sequence represents a gen-
erated test case. This transformation is represented in Figure 1 as PPExpanded.
All the test cases the tester required in the regular expression, are already
transformed when the specification reaches the state Test cases, from figure 1,
in the form of strings. These strings are respecting the required rules from the
VDMTools interpreter. Thus, they can be directly executed in the interpreter and
the test generation process could be finished. However there is a high probability
that some of the test cases can automatically be detected as useless test cases.
For this reason, the test generation process does not finish at this point.
The filtering process will be now explained theoretically and then how it is
applied in the specification, which is represented as String to Filtering and Filter
in Figure 1.
4.3 Filtering process - theoretical approach
In order to understand the filtering process, two concepts have to be explained:
specification and implementation. In formal software design, a specification is a
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collection of properties that a system is supposed to satisfy. An implementation
is the materialization of a specification enforcing its properties while seeking its
efficient encoding in a particular programming language or framework. Thus,
specifications are more abstract than implementations and the relationship be-
tween specifications and implementations is one-to-many. In the VDM++ con-
text, a specification is an implicit style VDM++ model and an implementation
is an explicit style VDM++ model.
In order to be able to filter test cases, each test case, made of sequences
of object creations or method calls, with or without parameters, will have an
INCONCLUSIVE, PASS or FAIL verdict. The result of the verdict depends on
whether the implementation verifies the specification.
Whenever the input parameters violate the pre-condition, type invariants or the
state invariant, the verdict of the test case is INCONCLUSIVE.
If the operation conforms to the specification for the given input values and
initial state, then the test has a PASS verdict.
If the operation or the output does not respect the type invariants or the state
invariant, or the output violates the post-condition, the test produces a FAIL
verdict.
The idea underlying such a filtering process is that, if a sequence of operations
for a specific input has an INCONCLUSIVE or FAIL verdict, then any following
test cases with the same prefix needs not to be tested as it will lead to an identical
verdict.
4.4 Filtering process in the specification
The Filtering process is applied in the specification starting by transforming the
test cases from Test cases, in figure 1, into the domain of the map allTestCases,
from the specification presented below. This map is created in a class which is
represented in figure 1 as Filtering.
types
public
TestCases : : allTestCases : (char∗) m→ (N× char∗)
failedTestCases : (char∗) m→ N;
operations
public
Filtering : (char∗)∗ × (char∗)∗ o→
Filtering
Filtering (t , specs) △
( testCases .allTestCases := {t (i) 7→ mk- (0, "") | i ∈ inds t};
testCases .failedTestCases := {7→};
)
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The range of allTestCases is structured with a natural number and a string.
The natural number represents if the associated test case was not tested, or
was tested and had an associated verdict, and therefore the number can have
three different values. The string has, if necessary, the output retrieved by the
interpreter, after an element of the domain of allTestCases is executed. As it
can be seen in the specification above, the domain of allTestCases is initialized
with all the test cases and the range is initialized with 0, which means that
the test case was still not analyzed, and an empty string, because it was not
executed and therefore there is no output retrieved by the interpreter. The map
failedTestCases from the specification above will have all the test cases which
do not have a PASS verdict. It is also created in the class Filtering. When the
filtering process is initialized, no test cases where executed and therefore it is
not possible to define its verdict. Thus, the failedTestCases is initialized as an
empty map. Each test case is executed in the VDMTools interpreter, as it is
represented in figure 1, after the following conditions are satisfied:
1. The test case was not tested yet;
2. The prefix of the test case is not present in the domain of the map with the
test cases that failed.
If the second condition is not satisfied then the test case will not be executed
because the verdict would be INCONCLUSIVE or FAIL, as it is explained in
the previous sub-section. Consequently, the test case will be inserted in the
failedTestCases map and the associated range will be changed. The test case
will also be removed from the allTestCases map. Thus, at the end of the filter-
ing process, this map will correspond to the map with the executed test cases.
If both conditions are satisfied, then the test case is executed. After the execu-
tion, the range of the test case will be appropriately changed and the test case
will be added to the failedTestCases map, if it had an INCONCLUSIVE or FAIL
verdict.
This part of the process is represented as Filter in figure 1.
It is finally possible to retrieve the final results to the tester. The selected and
failed test cases are printed separately (represented as Final Test Cases, in figure
1) and the tester is informed about the number of executed, failed and deleted
test cases as well as the percentage of failed and deleted test cases (represented
as Statistics, in figure 1).
A file will also be automatically generated with each executed test case and
the respective output retrieved by the interpreter. As it can be seen in figure 1,
this process is not specified in VDM++ due to its simplicity; it will be imple-
mented in Java.
5 Conclusion and Future work
It will be possible to automate a considerable amount of work in the process
of testing VDM++ models. After writing a regular expression, a tester will
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automatically collect with this tool all the asked filtered test cases and the cor-
responding output retrieved by the VDMTools interpreter.
The priority future work is to implement the connection between the spec-
ification and the VDMTools interpreter and finish the parser component. The
next priority is to implement a Graphical User Interface, in order to facilitate
the use of this tool, by the users. Thus, all operations from a given model should
be listed and the tester should have the possibility of choosing the operations
one wants to test. The inputs could also be added for each chosen operation
using a GUI, as well as calling sequences of operations once or more than once,
as explained in sub-section 4.1.
It would also be useful to turn this tool to be more independent from the
user. Domain testing [5] could be specified in order to avoid the work that testers
have to spend on choosing inputs. Even so, it is probably important to maintain
the possibility of allowing the tester to choose inputs because it might be ones
intention to test specific test cases, in some situations.
Mutation testing [6] could also be specified in order to verify how well the
chosen test cases had covered a model.
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Abstract. This contribution reports on the use of Alloy and HOL to validate
and verify a VDM model of Intel’s Flash File System Core specification. The
approach uses the VDMTools proof obligation generator and the VDM to HOL
translator developed by Sander Vermolen. The VDM to Alloy conversion is man-
ual. In this "all-in-one" approach, modeling and testing takes place in the VDM
phase. Alloy is particularly helpful in finding counter examples to proof obliga-
tions. The prospect of using the point-free transform as a means to simplify the
proof obligations submitted to Alloy (for model checking) and HOL (for theorem
proving) is also considered.
1 Introduction
Formal methods have long been considered the theoretical basis of software engineer-
ing, in particular in what concerns safety critical software systems. Over the years, many
tools and applications have emerged from the formal methods community, namely in-
terpreters, code generators, model checkers, design-by-contract modeling languages,
theorem provers for correctness proof support, and so on. There is growing belief in
computing that the effort in developing software using formal techniques is worth the
pain as far as error correction and software maintenance are concerned.
At the VSTTE conference in 2005, Hoare and Misra proposed the idea of build-
ing a Verified Software Repository (VSR) as a Grand Challenge (GC) for research in
computing [12]. The idea was to stimulate the application of mathematical and formal
techniques to practical problems of realistic size and complexity, in a 15 year span.
Mondex [23] was the first VSR pilot project. Later, the Verifiable File System (VFS)
was put forward by Rajeev Joshi and Gerard Holzmann [15] as a mini-challenge.
This paper is concerned with the VFS challenge, which consists of building a robust
(POSIX-compliant) flash file-system for flight software. The specification and verifica-
tion steps must take in consideration that the file store is to be used with flash memory
devices, the same kind of devices that are currently used in NASA JPL spacecraft mis-
sions.
Tool integration and interoperability are among the main goals of the GC initiative.
Since the beginning of the project, our intention has been to think of an innovative
process able to combine several technologies: VDM++ [10], Alloy [13], HOL [22] and
manual proofs [17].
This paper will focus on the Intel Flash File System Core specification (IFFSC) [5],
a reference document for flash file systems. It presents a clear, concise and well struc-
tured API which is POSIX aware. The memory organization proposed by IFFSC is like
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a layered cake where each layer has its own API, stating the operations it implements
as well as the data types that are used for data transfer between layers.
One particularly important layer is the File System itself, which is responsible for
interfacing with the operating system. All the operations offered by the entire architec-
ture are exposed through this layer’s API.
Another important layer in the VFS challenge is the low level, where the driver that
interfaces with the actual hardware is supposed to be active. The Open NAND Flash
Interface (ONFI) [20] document is a good candidate for formal specification, since it
thoroughly defines the most relevant aspects of flash memory devices, ranging from the
physical interface, timings, memory organization and command reference to behavior
flow. Work on a VDM++ specification of the ONFI document is reported in [8].
The main purpose of the current paper is to contribute to the VFS initiative. We are
aware of two formal models of POSIX compliant file stores, one written in Z [11] and
the other in VDM [21]. Both are written at an abstraction level where hardware details
aren’t accounted for.
We regard IFFSC [5] as a good starting point for building a specification of a POSIX
compliant file store designed for flash memory devices. Section 2 presents a VDM++
model of the File System Layer as given in the IFFSC specs. This model is subject to
verification (extended static checking) in the “all-in-one” approach presented in Section
3. Section 4 concludes the paper by discussing automatic proof support and proposing
pointers for future developments.
2 File System Layer Model
This model is inspired by the work on POSIX file system specification reported in [21].
Currently, it covers most aspects referred to in the POSIX specification [2, 3] but it
abstracts from details such as permissions, users, timings, special kinds of files and
concurrency.
The IFFSC document defines the File System, Data Objects, Basic Allocation and
Flash Interface layers that, together with the Reclaim Module and a RAM FIFO Buffer,
make up the Flash File System Core.
The verification of a model of the whole architecture is the subject of the on-going
master thesis of the first author of the current paper, which focuses on the topmost layer
(File System) only 1. Following the recommendations of [6], this model is structured in
a way that separates the purely functional and algebraic definitions from state-based op-
erations. State-less algebraic definitions can be found in the FileSystemLayerAlg
class while the operations are defined in FileSystemLayerObj.
Below we address a particular fragment of this model, that obtained by backward
slicing from the FS_DeleteFileDir operation which removes regular files and di-
rectories from the file system.
1 The current model is available from [9].
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2.1 FileSystemLayerAlg
This class contains the algebraic specification of the main data types and functions of
the whole file system model. This is structured around two main data models: one for
file storage and another for keeping track of open files.
Data Types. Files are stored in a data structure that maps paths to files— the FileStore
data type 2. Whether the minimal FileStore is the empty mapping or whether it must
be the root directory’s singleton became almost a philosophical question. At the POSIX
System Interface [3] one reads, concerning the rmdir() system call:
The rmdir() function shall remove a directory whose name is given by path.
The directory shall be removed only if it is an empty directory. If the directory
is the root directory or the current working directory of any process, it is un-
specified whether the function succeeds, or whether it shall fail and set errno
to [EBUSY].
Eventually, our option was to enforce the root directory in the file store, cf. the invariant
which follows:
pub l i c
F i l e S t o r e = map Pa th to F i l e
inv f i l e S t o r e ==
f o r a l l pa t h in s e t dom f i l e S t o r e &
dirName ( pa t h ) in s e t dom f i l e S t o r e and
f i l e S t o r e ( dirName ( pa t h ) ) . a t t r i b u t e s . f i l e T y p e = <D i r e c t o r y > ;
Note the other clause of the invariant ensuring that every entry in the store has its parent
directory also in the store. In other words, the domain of a file store is closed under
dirName 3.
Files are pointed by paths that are sequences of directories names. The one directory
whose path is empty, in matters of directory names, is the root, and this is made explicit
in the Path data type definition:
pub l i c
Pa th = <Root > | seq of FileName
inv pa t h == pa t h <> <Root > => pa t h <> [ ] ;
The File data type is at a higher level of abstraction when compared with other
data types of the POSIX specification. This fact is related with the set of details we are
abstracting from (mentioned above). It is a record containing attributes and (possibly)
file contents:
pub l i c
F i l e : : a t t r i b u t e s : A t t r i b u t e s
c o n t e n t s : [ F i l e C o n t e n t s ]
inv f i l e ==
( f i l e . a t t r i b u t e s . f i l e T y p e = <D i r e c t o r y > and f i l e . c o n t e n t s = n i l ) or
( f i l e . a t t r i b u t e s . f i l e T y p e = <Regu l a r F i l e > and l en f i l e . c o n t e n t s = 1) ;
2 An alternative, recursive model for file system trees is given in [16] as instance of a generic
hierarchical datatype construction. Choosing a simple mapping structure as in [21] to model
the file store not only avoids inductive proofs, but also brings about the agility of mapping
manipulation in the PF-calculus of relations [17].
3 This entails the root being parent of itself.
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Note that POSIX defines a directory as a kind of file, as well as, sockets, pipes, devices,
regular files and links. It also states that directories don’t have contents, while regular
files do.
As for the attributes only the type of the file is currently recorded,
pub l i c
A t t r i b u t e s : : f i l e T y p e : F i l eType ;
where
pub l i c
F i l eType = <Regu l a r F i l e > | <D i r e c t o r y > ;
Being a record type, Attributes is open to new additions as soon as they become
required.
The FileContents datatype is defined as a string in the model to allow for test-
ing of read and write operations:
pub l i c
F i l e C o n t e n t s = seq of char ;
Besides catering for file storage, the model keeps track of open files in order to let
applications work over them until they are closed:
pub l i c
OpenF i l e sTab l e = map FS_F i l eHand l e to FS_OpenF i l e In fo ;
The definition of OpenFilesTable introduces twomore data types: FileHandle
and OpenFileInfo. The former is what the operating system exposes to applications
that request files. The latter (OpenFileInfo) records the information that the oper-
ating system keeps about open files. The complete model can be found at the project’s
web site [9].
The overall state of the File System Layer is captured by the System data type,
pub l i c
System : : t a b l e : OpenF i l e sTab l e
f i l e S t o r e : F i l e S t o r e
inv sy s ==
f o r a l l o p e n F i l e I n f o in s e t rng sy s . t a b l e &
op e nF i l e I n f o . p a t h in s e t dom sy s . f i l e S t o r e ;
which is the expected coupling of FileStore and OpenFilesTable. The overall
invariant ensures referential integrity between the twomappings: open files (OpenFileInfo)
must exist in the file store (FileStore).
Functionality. The operations that are exposed by FileSystemLayerObj are de-
fined on top of the functions available from FileSystemLayerAlg. Below we focus
on the particular function which deletes files and directories from the system.
The IFFSC operation FS_DeleteFileDir deletes (as the name says) regular
files or directories. It merges the POSIX unlink(), remove() and rmdir() sys-
tem calls. In order to delete a file from the system, one must ensure that: (1) the file isn’t
in use by any application; (2) its deletion will not lead to orphan files. The first require-
ment can only be expressed at System level, where referential integrity is checked. As
for the second requirement, it is local to the FileStore data type.
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In order to keep things separate and clear, the functions that implement the behavior
of the FS_DeleteFileDir operation are structured in cascade. Let us first see the
main function, which is intentionally total:
pub l i c
FS_De l e t eF i l eD i r_Ma in : System ∗ Pa th −> System ∗ FFS_S ta tu s
FS_De l e t eF i l eD i r_Ma in ( sys , f u l l _ p a t h ) ==
i f f u l l _ p a t h <> <Root > and
f u l l _ p a t h in s e t dom sy s . f i l e S t o r e and
p r e_FS_De l e t eF i l eD i r _Sy s t em ( sys , f u l l _ p a t h )
then mk_ ( FS_De l e t eF i l eD i r _Sy s t em ( sys , f u l l _ p a t h ) , <FFS_S ta tu sSucce s s >)
e l s e mk_ ( sys , FS_De l e t e F i l eD i r _Ex c e p t i o n ( sys , f u l l _ p a t h ) ) ;
This function checks for the given path to delete, and decides whether to proceed with
deletion or call the FS_DeleteFileDir_Exception function instead
pr i v a t e
FS_De l e t e F i l eD i r _Ex c e p t i o n : System ∗ Pa th −> FFS_S ta tu s
FS_De l e t e F i l eD i r _Ex c e p t i o n ( sys , f u l l _ p a t h ) ==
i f i sRoo t ( f u l l _ p a t h )
then <FFS_ErrorSystem >
e l s e i f f u l l _ p a t h not in s e t dom sy s . f i l e S t o r e
then <FS_Er ro rF i l eNo tFound >
e l s e i f e x i s t s b u f f e r in s e t rng sy s . t a b l e & b u f f e r . p a t h = f u l l _ p a t h
then <FS_E r r o r F i l e S t i l l O p e n >
e l s e i f sy s . f i l e S t o r e ( f u l l _ p a t h ) . a t t r i b u t e s . f i l e T y p e = <D i r e c t o r y > or
e x i s t s pa t h in s e t dom sy s . f i l e S t o r e & f u l l _ p a t h = dirName ( pa t h )
then <FS_E r r o r I n v a l i d P a t h >
e l s e <FFS_StatusUnknown >;
which raises the exceptions implicit in FS_DeleteFileDir_Main.
On the other hand, should the main function decide to go ahead with deletion, the
FS_DeleteFileDir_System partial function will be called:
pr i v a t e
FS_De l e t eF i l eD i r _Sy s t em : System ∗ Pa th −> System
FS_De l e t eF i l eD i r _Sy s t em ( sys , f u l l _ p a t h ) ==
mu( sys , f i l e S t o r e |−> FS _De l e t e F i l eD i r _ F i l e S t o r e ( sy s . f i l e S t o r e , { f u l l _ p a t h } ) )
pre ( f o r a l l b u f f e r in s e t rng sy s . t a b l e & b u f f e r . p a t h <> f u l l _ p a t h ) and
p r e _ F S _De l e t e F i l eD i r _ F i l e S t o r e ( sy s . f i l e S t o r e , { f u l l _ p a t h } ) ;
This function is protected by a pre-condition preventing from deleting a file whose path
isn’t on the open files’ table (so as to preserve the inv_System) and ensuring the pre-
condition of FS_DeleteFileDir_FileStore, the last function in the cascade:
pr i v a t e
FS _De l e t e F i l eD i r _ F i l e S t o r e : F i l e S t o r e ∗ s e t o f Pa th −> F i l e S t o r e
F S _D e l e t e F i l eD i r _ F i l e S t o r e ( f i l e S t o r e , S ) ==
S <−: f i l e S t o r e
pre <Root > not in s e t S and
f o r a l l pa t h in s e t dom f i l e S t o r e &
dirName ( pa t h ) in s e t S => pa t h in s e t S ;
This function is concerned with the integrity and manipulation of FileStore, where
the actual deletion takes place.
2.2 FileSystemLayerObj
This class contains the specification of the state of the system and associated operations.
The former is declared in the form of an instance variable of type System:
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i n s t an c e v a r i a b l e s
pub l i c sy s : System := FS_In i t_Main ( ) . # 1 ;
As example of operation available at this level we present FS_DeleteFileDir,
the method which is offered at the topmost IFFSC API level for deleting information
from the file system:
pub l i c
FS_De l e t e F i l eD i r : Pa th ==> FFS_S ta tu s
FS_De l e t e F i l eD i r ( f u l l _ p a t h ) ==
def r = FS_De l e t eF i l eD i r_Ma in ( sys , f u l l _ p a t h )
in (
s y s := r . # 1 ;
re turn r . # 2 ) ;
3 Verification step: a ‘all-in-one” strategy
The next step in the formal development consists of checking the model for satisfiability
[14]: for every operation Op whose input is of type A and whose output is of type B,
proof obligation (PO)
∀ a · a ∈ A ∧ pre-Op a⇒∃ b · b ∈ B ∧ post-Op(b, a) (1)
should be discharged, where a ∈ A and b ∈ B check for the invariants associated to
A and B, respectively. Since all our operations are deterministic, the POs we have in
hands are actually simpler:
∀ a · a ∈ A ∧ pre-Op a⇒Op(a) ∈ B (2)
The following situations can take place:
1. Op satisfies (2) but is semantically wrong — its does not behave according to the
requirements. This calls for manual tests, which may include running the model as
a prototype in an interpreter.
2. Op survives all tests compiled in the previous step (including dynamic type check-
ing) and yet it does not satisfyOp and the testers are not aware of this. In this case, a
model checker able to automatically generate counter-examples to (2) which could
suggest how to improve Op is welcome.
3. The model checker of the step just above doesn’t find any counter examples. In this
case a theorem prover is welcome to mechanically check (2).
4. PO (2) is too complex for the theorem prover we have available. In this situation,
our ultimate hope is a pen-and-paper manual proof, or some kind of exercise able
to decompose the too complex PO into smaller sub-proofs.
The chain of alternatives listed above calls for a PO discharge strategy based on,
respectively:
1. An interpreter where one can carry out semantically meaningful animation and
testing — in our case we’ve chosen the VDMTools [7].
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2. A model checker able to generate uninterpreted, unexpected counter-examples —
we’ve chosen Alloy [13] for this purpose.
3. A theorem prover — HOL [22] in our case, thanks to a tool [24] which converts
VDMTools-generated POs into HOL.
4. A pen-and-paper proof strategy able to regard POs as “first class citizens”. For
this step we have been using the PF-transform and associated calculus of binary
relations [19] and, in particular, the PO calculus described in [18], where POs are
represented by arrows which can be put together or decomposed in simpler ones.
This explains the “all-in-one” verification life-cycle depicted in Figure 1. The pro-
cess starts with a problem being modeled in VDM++, where functional unit testing
takes place. Once the model looks adequate and captures all functional aspects of the
problem, the VDMToolbox integrity checker is used to generate the PO set. Thanks to
the VDM to HOL conversion tool [24] one can immediately try and ask HOL to me-
chanically discharge the generated POs. At this point there are two scenarios, regarding
each PO: (1) HOL is able to discharge the proof; (2) HOL fails. In the first scenario the
process is over, for the particular PO. For those POs that HOL couldn’t discharge, the
process continues with the Alloy model checking stage.
Although Alloy is not able to prove POs, it is very useful in finding counter exam-
ples spotting where and why the desired properties fail. Wherever one spots a deficiency
in the model thanks to a counter example generated by Alloy, the process goes back to
the VDM++ stage, where the model is re-written so as to correct the flaw detected by
Alloy. (For instance, a too weak pre-condition may need to be strengthened.) If Alloy
doesn’t find any counter examples this is probably because the PO holds, but Alloy
cannot ensure that.
Altogether, in the last stage (pen-and-paper proof) we get POs which HOL could not
prove and Alloy couldn’t disprove: the worst scenario. The idea is to use PF-calculation
at this step, aiming at simplifying POs or dividing them into smaller goals, which will
be fed back to HOL.
The following sections will describe in detail the HOL and the Alloy stages. Details
about the PF-stage can be found in [18], which covers a number of examples including
the verification of FS_DeleteFileDir.
3.1 VDM++ to HOL translation
For this step we’ve resorted to VDMHolTranslator, a VDM++ to HOL translator avail-
able from the Overture Automated Proof Support [1] environment. MSc thesis[24] ex-
plains the automation of the proof process. Note, however, that the tool is still under
development, for it doesn’t support the whole VDM++ language yet. Still, it covers
enough to have the model of Section 2 translated, provided a number of modifications
to the source VDM++ syntax are performed beforehand, keeping the semantics. On the
other hand, after the translation of the model to HOL it is still necessary to hand correct
some parts of generated HOL code.
Using the VDMHolTranslator. The Open Issues on the Automated Proof Support
section at the Overture web site [1] lists the current limitations of VdmHolTranslator.
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Fig. 1. “All-in-one” verification life-cycle
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Sequence comprehension is an example of unsupported construct. Because of this, these
constructions have to be replaced by recursive functions on sequences. The function
pub l i c
dirName : Pa th −> Pa th
dirName ( f u l l _ p a t h ) ==
i f f u l l _ p a t h = <Root > or l en f u l l _ p a t h = 1
then <Root >
e l s e [ f u l l _ p a t h ( i ) | i in s e t inds f u l l _ p a t h & i < l en f u l l _ p a t h ] ;
yielding parent directories in the model of Section 2 was therefore subject to such a
transformation:
pub l i c
dirName : Pa th −> Pa th
dirName ( f u l l _ p a t h ) ==
i f f u l l _ p a t h = <Root > or l en f u l l _ p a t h = 1
then <Root >
e l s e l e t S : seq of FileName = f u l l _ p a t h in b l a s t ( S ) ;
pr i v a t e
r e v e r s eO r d e r : seq of FileName −> seq of FileName
r e v e r s eO r d e r ( S ) ==
i f l en S = 0
then [ ]
e l s e l e t h = hd S , t = t l S in
r e v e r s eO r d e r ( t ) ^ [ h ] ;
pr i v a t e
b l a s t : seq of FileName −> seq of FileName
b l a s t ( S ) == r e v e r s eO r d e r ( t l r e v e r s eO r d e r ( S ) )
pre S <> [ ] ;
However, the translation of reverseOrder
Def ine ‘ r e v e r s eO r d e r ( r e v e r s eO r d e r _ p a r ame t e r _ 1 : ( ( c h a r l i s t ) l i s t ) )
= ( l e t S = r e v e r s eO r d e r _ p a r ame t e r _ 1 i n
( i f ( (LENGTH S ) = 0 )
is such that HOL can’t prove its totality. The definition of reverseOrder was thus
changed to the following:
Def ine ‘ ( r e v e r s eO r d e r [ ] = [ ] ) / \
( ! h t . r e v e r s eO r d e r ( h : : t ) = $++( r e v e r s eO r d e r ( t ) ) ( [ h ] ) ) ‘ ;
B a s i c P r o v e r s . e x p o r t _ r e w r i t e s ( [ " r e v e r s eO r d e r _ d e f " ] ) ;
Another issue arisen while translating the VDM++ model of Section 2 to HOL has
to do with disjoint union type inference. The first problem arises in the translation of
type Path
Ho l_d a t a t y p e ‘ Pa th = Roo tQuo t eL i t e r a l | ( ( c h a r l i s t ) l i s t ) ‘ ;
which fails in the HOL interpreter. In fact, in order to get Path defined in HOL it is
necessary to use a type constructor label, cf. the AList label on the modified Path
definition which follows:
Ho l_d a t a t y p e ‘ Pa th = Roo tQuo t eL i t e r a l | ALi s t o f ( ( c h a r l i s t ) l i s t ) ‘ ;
So, wherever an inhabitant of the Path type is declared, the AList label must be
inserted before the actual value.
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Still concerning the dirName function, the HOL interpreter couldn’t infer that, by
construction, blast is always applied to the list on the right hand side of the union
operator, of type Path:
Def ine ‘ dirName ( d i rName_parame te r_1 : Pa th ) = ( l e t f u l l _ p a t h = d i rName_paramete r_1
i n ( i f ( ( f u l l _ p a t h = Roo tQuo t eL i t e r a l ) \ / ( (LENGTH f u l l _ p a t h ) = 1 ) )
t h en Roo tQuo t eL i t e r a l e l s e ( l e t S = f u l l _ p a t h i n ( b l a s t S ) ) ) ) ‘ ;
The way out is to redefine dirName:
Def ine ‘ dirName ( pa t h : Pa th )
= c a s e pa t h o f
Roo tQuo t eL i t e r a l −> Roo tQuo t eL i t e r a l
| | ALi s t f i l eNames −> ALis t ( b l a s t f i l eNames ) ‘ ;
A similar situation arises for the LENGTH operation, but this one is related with the way
HOL evaluates disjunctions.
The second part of the HOL step in the lyfe-cycle is the translation of the proof
obligations generated by the VDM++ Toolbox. Section 3.3 will address some of these
proof obligations.
3.2 VDM++ to Alloy translation
The use of the Alloy model checker [13] posed another set of challenges. First of all,
we could find no automatic translator for this step and had to learn how to do it by hand.
This proved to be a quite interesting exercise, mainly because of the highly declarative,
non-interpreted modeling style of Alloy. Furthermore, the everything is a relationmotto
of Alloy matches quite well with the PF-calculation stage of our verification life-cycle
(recall Figure 1). In fact, relations are pure and simple in Alloy, whose syntax has great
expressive power and allows for writing POs (and other properties) in a concise mathe-
matical fashion akin to pointfree relational notation. This expressiveness of Alloy made
it easy to write a PF relational library (RelCalc.als, available from [9]) which was
later used for stating properties of the model.
On the other hand, such a declarative flavor of Alloy makes it hard to specify and
check concrete semantic models such as eg. numbers, characters and sequences. The
translation of data types follows empiric patterns that map VDM++ type constructions
to Alloy type declarations. Some of these patterns are presented below, together with
the actual type translations.
Data Type invariants. Invariants can be defined as Alloy facts that must always be
true. The problem with facts is that they can lead to situations where no instances of the
model can be created, due to over restriction, thus stopping Alloy from finding counter
examples. If, instead of facts, invariants are translated into Alloy predicates, the model
checker will generate instances of the model irrespectively of invariants holding or not.
In this way, invariant violations are easier to spot.
Another important aspect of VDM++ invariant translation to Alloy is the fact that
subtype invariant preservation must be made explicit. When defining an invariant for a
data type that relates to other data types, it must be made explicit that those invariants
are preserved. Let us give an example.
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The FileStore data type is translated into the following Alloy type signature
encompassing a relation from Paths to Files:
s i g F i l e S t o r e {
map : Pa th −> F i l e ,
dom : s e t Path ,
rng : s e t F i l e
}
Altogether, this establishes a (ternary) relationship among FileStore, Paths
and Files. Finiteness is achieved by stating in the type signature the mapping domain
and range sets. For a given FileStore t, Alloy notation t.map means a Path to
File binary relation whose many-to-one property (assumed by construction in the
VDM++ map ... to ... notation) can be stated in a number of ways, namely
using the RelCalc/Simple predicate imported from the RelCalc.als library 4:
pred F i l eS t o r e I nva r i a n tVDM [ t : F i l e S t o r e ] {
F i l e S t o r e I n v a r i a n t [ t ]
Re lCa lc / S imple [ t . map , F i l e ]
Pa thInvar ian tVDM [ Re lCa lc / dom[ t . map ] ]
F i l e Inva r i an tVDM [ Re lCa lc / rng [ t . map ] ]
}
The first line of this invariant (FileStoreInvariant) corresponds to what has
been written earlier on in the VDM++ model:
pred F i l e S t o r e I n v a r i a n t [ t : F i l e S t o r e ] {
Re lCa lc / I n j e c t i v e [ t . map , Pa th ]
Root in RelCa lc / dom[ t . map ]
t . map in ( dirName ) . ( t . map ) . ( F i l e−>F i l e )
( Re lCa lc / dom[ t . map ] . dirName ) . ( t . map ) . a t t r i b u t e s . f i l e T y p e = D i r e c t o r y
}
The two remaining lines enforce the subtype invariants, as already mentioned: because
FileStore uses types Path and File, and because these types have their own in-
variants, the overall FileStoreInvariantVDM states that PathInvariantVDM
and FileInvariantVDM must be preserved 5.
Recall that the Path data type is defined in the VDM++ model as a disjoint union
of <Root> and seq1 of FileName. Translating this to Alloy unveils a number of
interesting subtleties. By writing
ab s t r a c t s i g Pa th {
dirName : Pa th
}
one abstracts from paths being sequences, retaining only the declaration of the dirName
relationship among paths. Recall that in the VDM++ model, dirName is a function,
while in Alloy it is a binary relation; so it’s necessary to enforce in Alloy that it is in
fact a function:
4 Alternatively, Alloy notation map: Path -> lone File could be used for the same pur-
pose. However, this would prevent the Alloy analyser from generating instances which violate
t.map’s simplicity, thus hindering checking this property. Our choice of terminology is that
usually employed in relational algebra, see eg. [4, 18]. In particular, relations are said to be
simple iff they are many-to-one.
5 See [18] for the structural rules which calculate, in PF-notation, the “total” invariant associated
to a particular VDM datatype.
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pred PathInvar ian tVDM [ p : Pa th ]{
P a t h I n v a r i a n t [ p ]
Re lCa lc / Func t i o n [ dirName , Path , Pa th ]
}
As far as the translation of Path’s disjoint union is concerned, two extensions are
made, one for each type in the union,
s i g Fi leNames ex tends Pa th {}
and
one s i g Root ex tends Pa th {}
where FileNames abstracts the sequence of FileName in the VDM++ model.
The File VDM++ data type is a record type holding Attributes and possibly
FileContents. The chosen translation of this record to Alloy consists of declaring
two relations between File and: (1) Attributes; (2) FileContents:
s i g F i l e {
a t t r i b u t e s : A t t r i b u t e s ,
c o n t e n t s : F i l e C o n t e n t s
}
The associated data type invariant ensures that, unlike regular files, directories don’t
have contents:
pred F i l e I n v a r i a n t [ f : F i l e ] {
a l l f i l e : f | {
( f i l e . a t t r i b u t e s . f i l e T y p e in D i r e c t o r y and
f i l e . c o n t e n t s in Noth ing ) or
( f i l e . a t t r i b u t e s . f i l e T y p e in Reg u l a r F i l e and
f i l e . c o n t e n t s in Con t en t s )
}
}
The Attributes data type is translated in the same way as File
s i g A t t r i b u t e s {
f i l e T y p e : F i l eType
}
where FileType is a disjoint union of RegularFile and Directory (so it is
translated in the same way as Path):
ab s t r a c t s i g F i l eType {}
one s i g Reg u l a r F i l e ex tends F i l eType {}
one s i g D i r e c t o r y ex tends F i l eType {}
File contents are modeled as a disjoint union of the actual content and nothing at
all. The translation of FileContents is similar to other disjoint unions already pre-
sented, and therefore will not be discussed further.
ab s t r a c t s i g F i l e C o n t e n t s {}
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s i g Con t en t s ex tends F i l e C o n t e n t s {}
s i g Noth ing ex tends F i l e C o n t e n t s {}
The VDM++ OpenFileTable mapping data type is translated in the same way
as FileStore earlier on:
s i g OpenF i l e sTab l e {
map : FS_F i l eHand l e −> FS_OpenFi l e In fo ,
dom : s e t FS_Fi leHandle ,
rng : s e t FS_OpenF i l e In fo
}
pred OpenFi l e sTab le Inva r i an tVDM [ b : OpenF i l e sTab l e ] {
Op e n F i l e s T a b l e I n v a r i a n t [ b ]
Re lCa lc / S imple [ b . map , FS_OpenF i l e In fo ]
FS_OpenFi le In fo Invar ian tVDM [ Re lCa lc / rng [ b . map ] ]
}
pred Op e nF i l e s T a b l e I n v a r i a n t [ b : OpenF i l e sTab l e ]{}
Eventually, we reach the model of the overall System, which pairs up a FileStore
and a OpenFilesTable
s i g System {
f i l e S t o r e : F i l e S t o r e ,
t a b l e : OpenF i l e sTab l e
}
subject to the overall invariant
pred SystemInvariantVDM [ s : System ]{
OpenF i l e sTab le Inva r i an tVDM [ s . t a b l e ]
F i l eS t o r e I nva r i a n tVDM [ s . f i l e S t o r e ]
S y s t em I n v a r i a n t [ s ]
}
where the referential integrity between files stored and open file descriptors is captured
at the topmost level in PF-styled notation:
pred Sy s t em I n v a r i a n t [ s : System ]{
Re lCa lc / rng [ s . t a b l e . map ] . p a t h in RelCa lc / dom[ s . f i l e S t o r e . map ]
}
Functions. VDM++ functions are translated to Alloy predicates, where the expected
behavior is stated by conjunctions of logic statements. For instance, the following pred-
icate
pred FS_De l e t eF i l eD i rMa in [
p : Path ,
s , s ’ : System ,
f : FFS_S ta tu s ] {
( ( ( p not = Root ) and
( not p r e _ F S _D e l e t e F i l eD i r F i l e S t o r e [ s . f i l e S t o r e , {p } ] ) and
( p not in RelCa lc / rng [ s . t a b l e . map ] . p a t h ) and
( p not in RelCa lc / dom[ s . f i l e S t o r e . map ] . dirName )
)
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imp l i e s ( FS_De l e t eF i l eD i rSy s t em [ s , p , s ’ ] and
f . d e s c r i p t i o n = FFS_S t a t u sSucc e s s )
e l s e ( FS_De l e t e F i l eD i rEx c e p t i o n [ s , p , f ] and
( s not = s ’ ) and
( s . t a b l e = s ’ . t a b l e ) and ( s . f i l e S t o r e = s ’ . f i l e S t o r e ) )
)
}
captures function FS_DeleteFileDir_Main, while
pred FS_De l e t eF i l eD i rSy s t em [ s : System , p : Path , s ’ : System ]{
F S _D e l e t e F i l eD i r F i l e S t o r e [ s . f i l e S t o r e , {p } , s ’ . f i l e S t o r e ]
s . t a b l e = s ’ . t a b l e
}
pred p r e _FS_De l e t eF i l eD i rSy s t em [ s : System , p : Pa th ]{
p not in RelCa lc / rng [ s . t a b l e . map ] . p a t h
p r e _ F S _D e l e t e F i l eD i r F i l e S t o r e [ s . f i l e S t o r e , {p } ]
}
translates FS_DeleteFileDir_System.
Pre-conditions are naturally translated to Alloy predicates. That is to say, translating
a pre-conditioned function f yields two predicates, one equivalent to post-condition
y = f(x) and the other checking for pre-f(x). The following is another pair of such
predicates:
pred FS _D e l e t e F i l eD i r F i l e S t o r e [ f i l e S t o r e : F i l e S t o r e , f u l l _ p a t h : s e t Path ,
f i l e S t o r e ’ : F i l e S t o r e ] {
f i l e S t o r e ’ . dom = f i l e S t o r e . dom − f u l l _ p a t h
f i l e S t o r e ’ . rng = f i l e S t o r e . rng − f u l l _ p a t h . ( f i l e S t o r e . map )
f i l e S t o r e ’ . map = f i l e S t o r e . map − ( f u l l _ p a t h −> f u l l _ p a t h . ( f i l e S t o r e . map ) )
}
pred p r e _ F S _D e l e t e F i l eD i r F i l e S t o r e [ t : F i l e S t o r e , p : s e t Pa th ]{
p not in Root
a l l pa t h : p {
pa t h . dirName in RelCa lc / dom[ t . map ]
p in RelCa lc / dom[ t . map ]
p a t h . dirName in p
}
}
To complete the picture, we give the Alloy predicate
pred FS_De l e t e F i l eD i rEx c e p t i o n [ s : System , p : Path , f : FFS_S ta tu s ] {
( ( p = Root )
imp l i e s ( f . d e s c r i p t i o n = FS_E r r o r I n v a l i d P a t h )
e l s e ( ( p r e _ F S _D e l e t e F i l eD i r F i l e S t o r e [ s . f i l e S t o r e , {p } ] )
imp l i e s ( f . d e s c r i p t i o n = FS_ErrorPa thNotFound )
e l s e ( ( p in RelCa lc / rng [ s . t a b l e . map ] . p a t h )
imp l i e s ( f . d e s c r i p t i o n = FS _E r r o r F i l e S t i l l O p e n )
e l s e ( ( p in RelCa lc / dom[ s . f i l e S t o r e . map ] . dirName )
imp l i e s ( f . d e s c r i p t i o n = FS_Er ro rD i r ec to ryNo tEmpty )
e l s e ( f . d e s c r i p t i o n = FFS_StatusUnknown ) ) ) ) )
}
which translates FS_DeleteFileDir_Exception.
3.3 Proof Obligations
The Integrity Checker of The VDM++ Toolbox generates twelve POs concerning the
verification of operation FS_DeleteFileDir. Below we have a look at some of
these.
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PO 1. This is concerned with FS_DeleteFileDir_Main ensuring the pre-condition
of FS_DeleteFileDir_System:
f o r a l l sy s : System , f u l l _ p a t h : Pa th &
f u l l _ p a t h <> <Root > and
f u l l _ p a t h in s e t dom ( s y s . f i l e S t o r e ) and
p r e_FS_De l e t eF i l eD i r _Sy s t em ( sys , f u l l _ p a t h ) =>
p r e_FS_De l e t eF i l eD i r _Sy s t em ( sys , f u l l _ p a t h )
VdmHoltranslator yields the following HOL code for the above,
‘ ‘ ( ! un i_0_va r_2 un i_0_va r_1 . ( ( ( ( inv_Sys tem un i_0_va r_1 ) / \ ( ? sy s . ( s y s =
un i_0_va r_1 ) ) ) / \ ( ( ( i n v_Pa t h un i_0_va r_2 ) / \ ( ? f u l l _ p a t h . ( f u l l _ p a t h =
un i_0_va r_2 ) ) ) / \ T ) ) ==> ( l e t f u l l _ p a t h = un i_0_va r_2 i n ( l e t s y s =
un i_0_va r_1 i n ( ( ( ( ( \ x y . ~ ( x = y ) ) f u l l _ p a t h Roo tQuo t eL i t e r a l ) / \ (
f u l l _ p a t h IN (FDOM sys . f i l e S t o r e ) ) ) / \ ( p r e _FS_De l e t eF i l eD i r _Sy s t em sys
f u l l _ p a t h ) ) ==> ( p r e_FS_De l e t eF i l eD i r _Sy s t em sys f u l l _ p a t h ) ) ) ) ) ) ‘ ‘
which is easily discharged by the HOL prover (this is in fact a trivial proof).
PO 2. Concerning FS_DeleteFileDir_System, the Integrity Checker generates
the PO associated to the preservation of the System type invariant:
f o r a l l sy s : System , f u l l _ p a t h : Pa th &
( f o r a l l b u f f e r in s e t rng ( s y s . t a b l e ) & b u f f e r . p a t h <> f u l l _ p a t h ) and
p r e _ F S _De l e t e F i l eD i r _ F i l e S t o r e ( sy s . f i l e S t o r e , { f u l l _ p a t h } ) =>
inv_Sys tem (mu( sys , f i l e S t o r e |−> FS _De l e t e F i l eD i r _ F i l e S t o r e ( sy s .
f i l e S t o r e , { f u l l _ p a t h } ) ) )
Once translated to HOL syntax,
‘ ‘ ( ! un i_0_va r_2 un i_0_va r_1 . ( ( ( ( inv_Sys tem un i_0_va r_1 ) / \ ( ? sy s . ( s y s =
un i_0_va r_1 ) ) ) / \ ( ( ( i n v_Pa t h un i_0_va r_2 ) / \ ( ? f u l l _ p a t h . ( f u l l _ p a t h =
un i_0_va r_2 ) ) ) / \ T ) ) ==> ( l e t f u l l _ p a t h = un i_0_va r_2 i n ( l e t s y s =
un i_0_va r_1 i n ( ( ( ! un i_1_va r_1 . ( ( ( ( un i_1_va r_1 IN (FRANGE sys . t a b l e ) ) / \
( ? b u f f e r . ( b u f f e r = un i_1_va r_1 ) ) ) / \ T ) ==> ( l e t b u f f e r =
un i_1_va r_1 i n ( ( \ x y . ~ ( x = y ) ) b u f f e r . p a t h f u l l _ p a t h ) ) ) ) / \ (
p r e _ F S _De l e t e F i l eD i r _ F i l e S t o r e sy s . f i l e S t o r e { f u l l _ p a t h } ) ) ==> ( inv_Sys tem
( sy s wi th < | f i l e S t o r e : = ( F S _D e l e t e F i l eD i r _ F i l e S t o r e sy s . f i l e S t o r e { f u l l _ p a t h } )
| > ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ‘ ‘
this PO is not discharged by the HOL prover this time. So we move on to the Alloy
model checking phase. Translated to Alloy, the PO is rephrased as follows:
a s s e r t po2 {
a l l sys , sys ’ : System , f u l l _ p a t h : Pa th {
( PathInvar ian tVDM [ f u l l _ p a t h ] and
SystemInvariantVDM [ sy s ] and
( f u l l _ p a t h not in RelCa lc / rng [ sy s . t a b l e . map ] . p a t h ) and
p r e _ F S _D e l e t e F i l eD i r F i l e S t o r e [ sy s . f i l e S t o r e , { f u l l _ p a t h } ] and
FS _D e l e t e F i l eD i r F i l e S t o r e [ sy s . f i l e S t o r e , { f u l l _ p a t h } , sys ’ . f i l e S t o r e ] and
sy s . t a b l e = sys ’ . t a b l e ) => SystemInvariantVDM [ sys ’ ]
}
}
Alloy isn’t able to find a counter example when checking this PO with a scope of ten
objects, of which two are instances of System, the system before and after the delete
operation. So we move on to the last step in Figure 1 which requires a manual proof.
In [18], this step is carried out in a PO-calculus based on the PF-transform, where
POs are described by “type arrows” stressing on the fact that invariant preservation
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POs are a form of extended static checking (ESC). Calculations are carried out at two
levels: PO-level (in-the-large) and data level (in-the-small). In the latter level, the typical
strategy is to calculate weakest pre-conditions for the POs to hold and check these
against those in the model.
PO 3. This has to do with FileStore’s data type invariant:
f o r a l l f i l e S t o r e : F i l e S t o r e , S : s e t o f Pa th &
<Root > not in s e t S and
( f o r a l l pa t h in s e t dom ( f i l e S t o r e ) &
dirName ( pa t h ) in s e t S => pa t h in s e t S ) =>
i n v _ F i l e S t o r e ( S <−: f i l e S t o r e )
The HOL translation of this,
‘ ‘ ( ! un i_0_va r_2 un i_0_va r_1 . ( ( ( ( i n v _ F i l e S t o r e un i_0_va r_1 ) / \ ( ? f i l e S t o r e . (
f i l e S t o r e = un i_0_va r_1 ) ) ) / \ ( ( ( i nv_ ( Pa th s e t ) un i_0_va r_2 ) / \ ( ? S . ( S
= un i_0_va r_2 ) ) ) / \ T ) ) ==> ( l e t S = un i_0_va r_2 i n ( l e t f i l e S t o r e =
un i_0_va r_1 i n ( ( ( ( \ x y . ~ ( x IN y ) ) Roo tQuo t eL i t e r a l S ) / \ ( ! un i_1_va r_1
. ( ( ( ( un i_1_va r_1 IN (FDOM f i l e S t o r e ) ) / \ ( ? p a t h . ( p a t h = un i_1_va r_1 ) )
) / \ T ) ==> ( l e t p a t h = un i_1_va r_1 i n ( ( ( dirName pa t h ) IN S ) ==> ( pa t h
IN S ) ) ) ) ) ) ==> ( i n v _ F i l e S t o r e ( ( \ x y . DRESTRICT y (COMPL x ) ) S
f i l e S t o r e ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ‘ ‘
leads to failure again. On the other hand, its Alloy counterpart
a s s e r t po3 {
a l l f s , f s ’ : F i l e S t o r e , f u l l _ p a t h : Pa th {
( PathInvar ian tVDM [ f u l l _ p a t h ] and
F i l eS t o r e I nva r i a n tVDM [ f s ] and
F i l eS t o r eA l l oyShow [ f s ] and
f u l l _ p a t h not in RelCa lc / dom [ ( f s . map ) ] . dirName and
FS _D e l e t e F i l eD i r F i l e S t o r e [ f s , f u l l _ p a t h , f s ’ ] )
=> F i l eS t o r e I nva r i a n tVDM [ fs ’ ]
}
}
doesn’t lead to any counter examples again.
Assessment. The question arises: how helpful is mechanical support in this process?
The honest answer requires one to go back to the early stages of the project and recall
the number of infantile errors which have been corrected thanks to type checking, an-
imation and model checking. The minimal file-system detail mentioned in Section 2.1
is an example of subtlety unveiled by a counter example generated by Alloy. As far
as HOL is concerned, we believe (after carrying out proof experiments directly in the
HOL interpreter) there is a number of nuances in using this theorem prover which we
have to be well acquainted with before we can make full use of the tool.
4 Conclusions and future work
This paper presents a verification life-cycle for model-based formal software develop-
ment which integrates model animation in VDM++ with mechanical proofs in HOL,
model checking in Alloy and manual proofs whenever the previous steps and tools
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don’t succeed. The interoperability of such different tools and techniques is the main
ingredient of the approach.
We have not yet gone very far in this “all-in-one” approach due to a number of
difficulties which we are tackling at the moment: improving the available translator of
VDM++ to HOL (with the help of its single developer and mentor) and compiling rules
for a VDM++ to Alloy translator which we intend to implement in the near future. The
incremental approach we are adopting requires too much (manual) code slicing. We
envisage developing a slicer for VDM++.
Once these difficulties are overcome, we are convinced that the approach will be
productive and flexible. For instance, even though the Alloy and PF-proof stages run
after the VDM++model construction stage, it is also quite useful to run them in parallel.
In this case the Alloy model is used in checking not only integrity properties but also
functional requirements of the VDM++ model itself.
In retrospect, putting VDM and Alloy together is a sensible thing to do: while
VDM++ allows for one to obtain rapid feedback from model animation, the uninter-
preted flavor of Alloy prevents the model from over specification and implementation
bias. On the other hand, Alloy blends nicely with the pointfree relational calculus which
supports the overall proof theory. We expect to make this blend more explicit in the fu-
ture.
The effort involved in the project which has lead to the current paper is approxi-
mately 800 hours of work of research and development. More will be needed to further
automate the all-in-one verification life-cycle, and much more to complete the speci-
fication of the layers of the Intel Flash File System Core document currently left out,
including the FLASH level and overall refinement proofs.
Work has just started: everyone interested in the approach is welcome on board.
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Abstract. The construction of formal models of real-time distributed
systems is a considerable practical challenge. We propose and illustrate a
pragmatic incremental approach in which detail is progressively added to
abstract system-level specifications of functional and timing properties
via intermediate models that express system architecture, concurrency
and timing behaviour. The approach is illustrated by developing a new
formal model of the cardiac pacemaker system proposed as a “grand
challenge” problem in 2007. The models are expressed using the Vienna
Development Method (VDM) and are validated primarily by scenario-
based tests, including the analysis of timed traces. We argue that the
insight gained using this staged modelling approach will be valuable in
the subsequent development of implementations, and in detecting poten-
tial bottlenecks within suggested implementation architectures.
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Abstract. The value of formal models depend upon their consistency and the
features available to prove consistency. Hence, it is important to have access to
efficient proof support which is able to automate a large part of the consistency
proof. We have developed a tool that can perform an automatic translation of a
large subset of VDM++ and its associated proof obligations, which ensure model
consistency, to the theorem prover HOL. In addition, powerful tactics have been
constructed to discard most of the proof obligations automatically. The applica-
tion of our approach to four case studies shows that a high degree of automation
can been achieved.
1 Introduction
An important general problem of the use of formal models is that it is usually easy to
construct inconsistent models, which may lead to erroneous formal reasoning and faults
in the final realization. Unfortunately, it can be difficult to detect inconsistencies or to
prove consistency automatically. Especially for large and complex models, the manual
proof of consistency is a tedious and time consuming task. We address this problem by
developing tool support to automate consistency proofs to a large extent. Specifically,
we will do this for the textual object-oriented modeling language VDM++ [1], which is
a super set of the ISO standardized notation VDM-SL [2]. Different VDM dialects are
supported by industry-strength tools, called VDMTools, which are currently owned and
further developed by CSK [3,4]. The industrial success of VDMTools is, for a large part,
due to the excellent conformance of the tool to the formally defined dynamic semantics
and the round-trip engineering with UML. An open-source initiative called Overture [5]
is developed to allow research on innovative tool support, such as the work described
in this paper.
All statically decidable inconsistencies in a VDM++ model will be verified by the
type checker. In the ISO VDM-SL standard terminology this is called the static se-
mantics. The remaining inconsistencies (the ones that are statically undecidable) will
be located by the integrity checker of VDMTools [6,7]. This tool checks for 24 types
of potential inconsistencies in the model. Whenever a potential inconsistency is found,
the integrity checker generates a predicate, a so-called proof obligation, which is also
expressed in VDM++. The set of proof obligations is complete, that is, if they all are
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valid then execution of the model according to the dynamic semantics will not lead to
any run-time error. In terms of the dynamic semantics from the ISO VDM-SL standard
this means that at least one mathematical model will exist [8].
The goal of our work is to reduce the amount and the complexity of manual proofs
by automating, as far as possible, the discharging of proof obligations generated by
the integrity examiner of VDMTools. To this end, we automatically translate both the
obligations and the model (which is typically needed to prove obligations) to a general-
purpose theorem prover.
Relevant preparatory research has been done on the translation of VDM-SL to theo-
rem provers such as PVS [9,10]. These papers describe the manual translation of cases
studies and they do not address automatic proof of obligations. A deep embedding of
VDM-SL in Isabelle has been defined in [11]. Our main source of inspiration is the
Prosper project [12] in which research has been conducted on a general open proof tool
architecture for incorporating formal verification into industrial tools. As a case study,
they have investigated the automatic translation of VDM-SL models into the HOL theo-
rem prover [13], using the older version HOL98. Although this has not led to published
results on the translation or the proofs, some of the ideas have been used as a starting
point for our work where we use the latest version HOL4.
The result of our work is a new translation of the functional subset of VDM++
to HOL that deals with the incompatibilities between these two domains. The main
differences concern partiality, the logic of partial functions on which VDM++ is based,
opposed to the 2-valued logic of HOL; type invariants, which are easy to define in
VDM++ whereas HOL has limited support for defining them automatically; implicit
functions, which are absent in HOL; and patterns, which are used extensively in VDM,
but hardly supported in HOL. In contrast to earlier work, our translation allows for
extensibility to the entire VDM++ set.
In addition, we have built a powerful proof system for the VDM++ proof obligations
based on HOL. We use a classification of proof obligations to select suitable strategies
for proving them. In contrast to earlier approaches, our focus is on fast proofs and on
discovering a high number of successful proofs automatically, using as much of the
existing HOL libraries as possible. Furthermore, the approach presented in this paper
allows the development of a proof system in a much shorter period of time, yielding
better results more easily, and enabling easier future improvements and extensions. We
have also applied our system to four case studies to asses the degree of automation,
usefulness and usability with respect to performance.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we discuss our approach and several
aspects of the translation to HOL. Subsequently, Sect. 3 addresses the HOL tactics to
discharge proof obligations and the results from the case studies. Section 4 contains
concluding remarks and future research. We refer to [14] for more details on the work
described here.
2 Translating VDM++ to HOL
HOL is a generic theorem prover which provides good possibilities for reasoning about
expressions using a large set of readily available theories. The HOL system is designed
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for interactive as well as automated theorem proving. It uses Higher Order Logic (hence
HOL) based on typed lambda calculus.
In order to reason about a VDM++ model in the HOL theorem prover, the two
domains have to be connected. For reasons explained in Sect. 3, we have not connected
the domains VDM++ and HOL by means of an embedding, but instead use a semantics
preserving translation. Some of the ideas resulting from the PROSPER project [12]
have been used to construct this translation. However, the differences are far greater
than the similarities. The main difference is the reliance of the PROSPER translation on
a large library of VDM supporting definitions and the use of an additional set of custom
HOL libraries to support the translation result. One disadvantage of this approach is the
need for libraries in two domains to construct the translation. Another, more important
disadvantage is that much functionality that is built into HOL can no longer be used
directly. The main focus of our work has been to use as much of HOL’s possibilities as
possible.
VDM Parser
Concrete VDM model Abstract VDM Model Abstract HOL Model
VDM - HOL Translator HOL code generation 
Concrete HOL model
Fig. 1. Basic outline of the VDM++ to HOL4 translation
The basic chain of operations making up the VDM++ to HOL translation is shown
in Figure 1. Input to the translation is a concrete VDM++ model. The output consists
of lines of code that can directly be used in the HOL proof system to reason about the
model. Concrete VDM++ models are parsed to abstract VDM++ representation first.
Subsequently, a translation will convert this to an abstract HOL model. The last step is
to produce lines of HOL code, by turning the abstract HOL model to a concrete one.
The first step in Figure 1 uses the parser of the Overture tool set [5]. The second
step is performed by the actual translation, which is the main topic of this section. The
last step generates concrete HOL code. Since this last step is rather straightforward, we
will not discuss it further. The chain of Figure 1 assumes for the input model:
– Syntax correctness, as defined in [15]. This will be verified by the parser.
– Static type correctness, as defined in [16,17] for VDM-SL. This is not verified by
any of the steps in Figure 1, but can be verified beforehand by the type checker of
VDMTools [3,4].
The translation of a model is defined using three translations that call each other
recursively: type translation, expression translation and definition translation. This dis-
tinction is based upon the differences in source and target of each of the three transfor-
mations. The type translation requires a VDM type as input and produces a HOL type5.
The expression translation takes a VDM expression and yields a HOL term as output
and the definition translation requires a VDM definition and will yield a Meta Language
(ML) statement as output.
5 Known as ’hol type’ in HOL code.
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In the following two sections we will discuss the type and expression translation.
Since the usage of types is directly related to the translation of types and knowledge
about this usage is required to understand the other translations, we will discuss the
principles behind the type usage as part of the type translation. Invariants are discussed
separately in Sect. 2.3, because they are treated using a rewriting in an intermediate for-
mat. Many of the translations are easily constructed and will therefore not be discussed.
We focus on an in-depth discussion of a small selection of the more complex constructs.
2.1 Type translation & type usage
As most VDM types have a counterpart in HOL, their translation consists of basic
rewrites. As an example, consider a finite VDM mapping from type Td to type Tr,
written as map Td to Tr. This is translated to a finite mapping in HOL as follows:
<map Td to Tr> = (<Td> |-> <Tr>), where the brackets <...> denote the
type translation, which is applied recursively to translate Td and Tr.
Similarly, most values have their counterpart in HOL. Since HOL does not directly
support map enumerations, the VDM enumeration is translated to a repeated map up-
date (|+) starting with the empty map called FEMPTY. For instance, the VDM map
enumeration {1 |-> 2, 2 |-> 3}, which maps 1 to 2 and 2 to 3, is translated to
FEMPTY |+ (1, 2) |+ (2, 3).
Having defined a translation for types, we face a more difficult problem, namely the
usage of types in a model. As an example, consider a small piece of a VDM++ model,
from the abstract model of the Mondex case study, which was studied in [18] using the
KIV verification system.
types
PurseId = token;
functions
newAbWorld: map PurseId to AbPurse * set of PurseId -> AbWorld
newAbWorld(purses, auth) == mk_AbWorld(auth, purses)
The types section defines PurseId as a synonym type to token. The functions
section defines the newAbWorld function to construct new instances of type AbWorld.
The definitions of AbWorld and AbPurse, as well as a precondition to newAbWorld
have been left out for simplicity.
Using the regular type translation, the type token is simply translated to HOL type
ind (short for induction), which contains any value. Translating the usage of PurseId
on the other hand, requires a type definition mechanism in HOL. Unfortunately, defining
types in HOL is not as easy as it is in VDM++. When it comes to this part of the
translation, HOL provides several strategies, of which we use a combination:
1. For record types and quote types, we apply a definition method specifically aimed
at these constructions. It automatically introduces several theorems along with the
definition (e.g. to support induction). We will use these in our proof attempts.
2. For all other types (tuples, unions, enumerations, synonyms, etc.), we will not make
an explicit definition in HOL. Their definition will be omitted in the final transla-
tion result and all type names belonging to this category will be replaced by their
definitions. This method is preferred over the meta variables as was proposed by
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Agerholm [11], since it avoids that the models at the HOL level are bound to a con-
text at the meta level, which provides more flexibility during proof attempts and
storage of these. A disadvantage of our method is that it will make the translation
results less readable, yet the HOL simplifier usually solves this problem as we will
see later.
2.2 Expression translation
A large part of the expression translation is straightforward, since many language con-
structs can easily be translated to HOL. Because of space limitations, we will not present
the translation in detail, but only briefly discuss the translation of patterns.
The VDM++ language definition allows for the usage of patterns in many of the
language constructs. For example one could write:
let mk_(x, y, 7) = someCoord
in ...
to indicate that the first field of the tuple someCoordinate should be assigned
to x, the second field to y and the third field should equal 7. This could be rewritten to:
let x = someCoord.#1, y = someCoord.#2, 7 = someCoord.#3
in ...
2.3 Invariant translation
In the previous sections, we have ignored type invariants. Including them in the type
definition would have been the easiest approach, but this has not been adopted because
it would require non-emptiness proofs that would obstruct the automation. Instead, we
have decided to insert the invariant at all required places by means of a translation from
one intermediate format to another.
Observe that whenever a type is being used in the VDM++ model, its invariant (if
present) has to be included in the HOL model, to ensure that the semantics of both mod-
els are equivalent. Since the number of places where types can occur in VDM++ models
is limited, each of them can be handled individually. To leave out all implementation
details, we describe the main ideas in terms of logical formulas, using types T , T1, and
T2, with invariants invT , invT1, and invT2 imposed on their super types T ′, T ′1, and
T ′
2
, respectively.
Consider the occurrence of types with invariants in quantifiers. For a predicate P , a
universal quantification ∀x:T .P (x) is rewritten to the equivalent expression ∀x:T ′ .invT (x) ⇒
P (x). Similarly, ∃x:T .P (x) is rewritten to ∃x:T ′ .invT (x)∧P (x). In addition to the ex-
istential quantifier, there are several more translations that simply introduce the invariant
by means of a conjunction. These are the set comprehension, the map comprehension
and the ‘let be such that’ expression.
The other locations where invariant introduction is required are function and type
definitions. Due to space limitations we will not discuss these here.
3 Automated proof of proof obligations
Given the translation defined in the previous section, both the definitions from the
VDM++ model and its proof obligations generated by the integrity checker of VDM-
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Tools can be translated to HOL. In this section, we discuss the automated proof of these
obligations in HOL. Earlier attempts in this direction, such as the ‘incomplete’ transla-
tion of the PROSPER project [12] and the embedding in [11], required a large amount of
additional theorems since they did not use the HOL constructions and methods directly.
In contrast, the result of our translation is a model that can be inserted into HOL directly
and does not require any additional libraries or theories for reasoning about VDM++
concepts. Note, however, that the different approach of PROSPER can be explained by
the difference in goals; whereas the PROSPER project focused on feedback to the user
in the VDM language, our work concentrates on automated theorem proving.
In general, a theorem in HOL is proved by applying inference rules to axioms or
existing theorems that have been proved before. There are five primitive axioms and
eight basic inference rules. An inference rule is a HOL function that yields a theorem.
Finding a proof is basically a backward search, starting at the goal, i.e., the theorem to
be proved. Tactics are ML functions that can be applied to a goal and result in a list
of subgoals and a justification function. This justification function will prove the goal
using the subgoals based on inference. There are several tactics built into HOL that we
can use directly. To increase the amount of automation in our domain, we have defined
additional tactics that are able to discharge most of the VDM++ proof obligations.
To guide the development of the tactics and to evaluate their effectiveness, we used
four main case studies, ranging from 60 to 300 lines of VDM++ specification: A model
of a Chemical Plant alarm system introduced in [1], a memory allocation model, the
SAFER case introduced in [19] and modeled in VDM by Agerholm and Larsen in
[20,21] and an abstract version of the Mondex case [22].
Except for the Mondex case, these cases were also used in the PROSPER project for
the same purpose. The cases have been selected because they are realistic and provide a
considerable number of proof obligations (62 in total) that are relatively hard to prove.
An important concern for the development of the tactics was to limit the time needed
to prove each of the obligations. A proof attempt has never been allowed to take longer
than 10 seconds.
The integrity checker of VDMTools distinguishes many types of proof obligations.
Many of these types can be proved in a similar way and do not require their own mech-
anisms. Hence, we distinguish four groups of proof obligations based on the proof obli-
gation generation [23]:
– Domain checking: due to the use of partial functions and partial operators.
– Subtype checking: due to the use of subtypes (particularly type invariants).
– Satisfiability of implicit definitions: due to the use of post-conditions.
– Termination: due to the use of recursive functions.
In the next subsections, we present our approach to each of these classes, and discuss
the results on the case studies.
3.1 Domain checking
In general, the ‘domain checking’ proof obligations are the most common ones and
usually also the easiest to prove. They are generated as a result of the use of partial
operators and partial functions. As an example, consider the following function from
the abstract model of the Mondex case study:
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ReduBalance: AbPurse * nat -> AbPurse
ReduBalance(p, val) == mu(p, balance |-> p.balance - val)
pre p.balance >= val;
Details of the function body are not relevant here (it constructs a new AbPurse with a
reduced balance); we focus on the precondition. The domain checking proof obligations
express that whenever function ReduBalance is called, its precondition has to be
satisfied. For instance, inside the TransferOk function there is an application of this
function
TransferOk: AbWorld * PurseId * PurseId * nat -> AbWorld
TransferOk(wrld, frm, too, val) ==
let newFrm = ReduBalance(wrld.abPurses(frm),val),
newTo = IncreaseBalance(wrld.abPurses(too),val)
in ...
forall wrld : AbWorld, frm : PurseId, too : PurseId, val : nat &
pre_TransferOk(wrld, frm, too, val) => pre_ReduBalance(wrld.abPurses(frm), val)
To prove this obligation, it has to be rewritten first, for instance using the definitions
of the preconditions. In general, suitable rewriting is not obvious, since in some cases it
is useful to rewrite all definitions, whereas in other cases it might be more useful to use
earlier proved theorems about higher level functions.
Inspecting the domain checking proof obligations in the case studies, it turns out
that most of them consist of relatively simple basic logic. Consequently, many of these
obligations can be proved by means of simple logical inference rules. Hence, our tactic
to prove these obligations automatically uses several built-in decision tactics of HOL:
TAUT TAC, MESON TAC, DECIDE TAC, REDUCE TAC and several tactics dealing
with arithmetics. A detailed discussion of each of these tactics can be found in [24].
In our set of case studies, 37 of the 62 proof obligations concern domain checking,
thus forming the largest category. The success rate of our tactic for this category was
surprisingly high; all of the 37 proof obligations were proved automatically. Although,
in general, the proofs belonging to this category may be relatively easy, they occur fre-
quently and hence automation can save the user much time and effort spent on manual
proof attempts.
3.2 Subtype checking
The subtype proof obligations mainly result from the use of invariants. To illustrate
this category, consider the (slightly altered) definition of the type AbWorld from the
Mondex case:
types:
AbWorld :: authentic : set of PurseId
abPurses : map PurseId to AbPurse
inv mk_AbWorld(authentic, abPurses) ==
forall name in set dom abPurses & name in set authentic;
functions:
newAbWorld : map PurseId to AbPurse * set of PurseId -> AbWorld
newAbWorld(purses, auth) == mk_AbWorld(auth, purses);
AbWorld is defined as a record consisting of two fields (authentic and abPurses).
The newAbWorld function uses the record constructor ‘mk ...’ to construct a new
AbWorld. To verify that the result of newAbWorld satisfies the functions signature,
meaning that it is an AbWorld value, a proof obligation is generated:
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forall purses : map PurseId to AbPurse, auth : set of PurseId &
inv_AbWorld(mk_AbWorld(auth, purses))
Using the definitions of the model, i.e., the definitions of AbWorld and newAbWorld,
this can be rewritten to:
forall purses : map PurseId to AbPurse, auth : set of PurseId &
forall name in set dom purses & name in set auth;
This does not hold, making this model inconsistent. A solution could be to add a pre-
condition to the constructor.
In general, the manual proof that an invariant is satisfied may be rather complex.
The ‘core’ of the proof usually consists of a reasonable amount of applications of infer-
ence rules. But reaching this core often requires working through a maze of definitions,
simplifications and rewrites. Furthermore, the proof obligations themselves usually be-
come rather long, making manual proofs even more complex, tedious and especially
error-prone.
As a start, we tried to use our tactic for the domain checking obligations, but this
hardly lead to new proofs. Instead we defined a new tactic based on the combination of
two main approaches to find a proof: simplification support and decision support. They
are described in the two paragraphs below.
Decision support Similar to our tactic for the domain checking proof obligations, part
of our tactic for subtypes has to do regular logical reasoning. However, the simple log-
ical inference rules of the previous tactic are no longer sufficient. They have to be ex-
tended by an additional set of inference rules, allowing for reasoning at a higher level
of abstraction. The main concern about this extension is the number of inference rules
added, because adding many rules will degrade the performance of the tactic dramati-
cally. In the current tactic, we have tried to find the smallest set of inference rules that
leads to the maximal amount of proofs in our case studies.
Simplification support Simplification support is mainly based on rewriting tactics that
allow faster and more powerful rewriting than decision tactics. Our approach primarily
consists of using the so-called ‘stateful’ or ‘implicit’ simplification set, which basically
involves the entire context of the proof obligation considered. This includes model def-
initions, type definitions, all loaded libraries and proof obligations that have already
been proved. In practice, simplification tactics will not only rewrite the definitions in an
obligation, but they will also rewrite the obligations to more basic forms and sometimes
even lead to completed proofs.
The combination of decision support, which is relatively slow and can only reason
using a small base of inference rules, and simplification support, which is usually not
able to complete the proof, results in a very powerful tactic. In our case studies, the
subtype proof obligations occur 19 times out of the total of 62. By means of our tactic
for subtypes, 14 out of these 19 have been proved automatically. Since the tactic is very
fast, there is still room for improvement by adding theorems. However, finding the most
suitable theorems to add is clearly the most complex task in the process.
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3.3 Satisfiability & termination
The last two categories of proof obligations are caused by the use of implicit function
definitions and recursive functions respectively. These categories are the smallest in
our case studies, corresponding to 6 out of the 62 proof obligations. In general, these
proof obligations are either extremely hard to prove or rather trivial. In our case studies,
5 out of the 6 were easily proved by our tactic for domain checking obligations. The
remaining proof obligation is a complex satisfiability problem and impossible to prove
with our current approach.
4 Concluding remarks
To ensure model consistency, we have translated a functional VDM++ model and its
proof obligations to a semantically equivalent HOL model. Next we have developed a
way to automatically discharge a substantial part of the VDM proof obligations using
the HOL theorem prover. The application of our approach to several case studies shows
promising results on the automation of consistency proofs.
Our VDM++ to HOL translation is implemented in VDM++ itself and supports
most of the non-object-oriented, functional parts of VDM++ as input to the translation.
Not supported yet are mainly three types of patterns and the map application. All are
solvable issues. By testing and informal reasoning, we have evaluated the semantical
equivalence between the source VDM++ and target HOL model. But a formal verifi-
cation of this property will provide additional trust in this part of the system. Since
VDM++, the implementation language of the translation, has a formally defined se-
mantics, not only the principles of the translation but also the implementation of these
can be subject to this verification.
We have constructed several tactics in HOL to automatically discharge many of
the proof obligations. Compared to earlier work [11,12], our tactics (as well as the
translation) use the HOL possibilities as much as possible, allowing for easier tactic
construction and improved results. We have used four larger case studies to evaluate the
developed translation and tactics. The summed results are shown in the table below.
Category # obligations # proved
Domain checking 37 37
Subtype checking 19 14
Satisfiability 6 5
From the four proof obligation categories
mentioned in Sect. 3, we have listed the three
that occur in our case studies. One can ob-
serve a surprisingly high score on the domain
checking obligations and high scores on the
other categories as well. In total 90% of the proof obligations have been proved auto-
matically.
An important concern of the project was to limit the time required for individual
proof attempts. Hence our tactics were developed such that they remained time efficient
and the proof is performed fast, with a limit of ten seconds. In our case studies, most
proofs take no longer than a second6. Running the tactics on all 62 proof obligations
took no longer than two minutes. Hence, our approach allows for a quick check of
consistency, where the user only has to focus on the unproved obligations.
6 The machine used for testing was a regular AMD Athlon 2500+ notebook.
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Judging on these results and the additional knowledge gained using the case studies,
we conclude that our approach is very useful in automating consistency proofs, thus pre-
venting tedious and error-prone manual proofs and providing a mechanism for ensuring
consistent models as well as runtime-error free executions. Furthermore, the HOL ver-
sion of the model can also be used for easier manual proof of the proof obligations that
could not be proved automatically.
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Co-simulation of Distributed Embedded
Real-time Control Systems - Coupling VDM++
to 20-sim
Marcel Verhoef
Chess, Haarlem, The Netherlands
Abstract. The complexity of contemporary real-time embedded control
systems is increasing continuously. This is primarily caused by tighter
control objectives, challenging functional and performance demands, cost-
price optimizations and the use of novel, mostly distributed, system-on-
chip architectures. The challenge of the system architect is to get this
increased complexity under control as soon as possible, preferably using
rigorous engineering approaches. Although domain specific design meth-
ods and tools are performing better, the real challenge in industry is
to close the well-known inter-disciplinary design gap. The author has
worked on the semantic integration of two formal techniques: VDM++
and 20-sim, to address this issue. The former method is well known from
computer science, the later is well-established in control engineering. In
this talk, we focus on the design of the tool support for this approach and
how it can be used in a practical engineering situation. As a case study,
we use the development of a paper path of a high-end office printer to
illustrate the impact of the combined solution.
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